
Quarterly Report
There follows a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by Station WOAI-TV, along with the most significant programming treatment of
those issues for the period October 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which the issues appear does

not reflect any priority or significance.

Description of
Issue

Program/
Segment Date Time Duration

Narration of Type &
Description of Program/Segment

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10/1/2019 12pm :26

A busy intersection is causing some major traffic problems outside of a brand
new school. Since the area is not a marked school zone - drivers come full
speed around a curve as a police officer blows a whistle to stop traffic.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :24

A new study finds large pharmacy chains offer the lowest prices. Researchers
compared cash prices for 10 generic and 6 brand-name drugs across a variety
of pharmacies within the same zip code. They found independent pharmacies
and small chains had the highest prices for generic drugs, while big-box
pharmacies had the lowest.

Health News 4 WOAI :18

 New research suggests off-label cancer drugs could help patients who have
no standard options left.The study included about 200 patients who were given
targeted genetic therapies not routinely prescribed for their specific tumor type.
It showed one-third of patients experienced either a partial or complete
response for at least 16 weeks.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :21

Human remains were found near UTSA's main campus. A survey crew found
them just before 11 this morning. Police couldn't tell us if they were male or
female.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :28

The American Cancer Society suggests about 268 thousand women will be
diagnosed with invasive breast cancer this year. One of the biggest things to
watch for is a lump that feels different from the surrounding tissue. Women
should never ignore any changes in the size, shape or apearance of their
breast.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :18

A company is making paper out of stone. Instead of using pulp from trees --
they use stone waste from construction sites. They then grind it into a fine
powder and mix it with resin.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :14

Bexar County Commissioners have selected five finalists to replace embattled
Precinct 2 constable, Michelle Barrientes Vela. Candidates will be interviewed
tomorrow. It'll be up to a judge next week to decide whether the new person
can take over the job.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Uvalde police saysomeone is calling around claiming to be with the Uvalde
Volunteer Fire Department. The scammer is asking for donations of money
over the phone.



Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :18

An official groundbreaking today for the future site of Continental Structural
Plastics. The company creates materials used in car, boat and trucking
industries. The new facility will be 200,000 square feet and will bring 200 new
jobs.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :14

UPS has gotten government approval to run a drone airline. They received the
okay from the FAA for UPS Flight Forward. It's plan is to deliver packages to
hospital campuses, with the potential to expand to other services later.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :27

Today marks 1-year until travelers must start carrying a Real ID complaint
driver's license or passport in order to fly. The Real ID was passed in response
to 9/11 to create a single standard for all 50 states.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :14
Bexar County is taking the lead on the most flu cases in the state. Medical
experts are recommending patients get their flu shot starting this month.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :30

The commissioners court is adding vaping and e-cigarettes to the no smoking
policy. People will no longer be allowed to smoke those products inside county-
owned buildings or on county-owned property.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :45

Interviews are being held for candidates looking to fill the position as precinct
two constable. The Bexar County Commissioners have narrowed the field
down to five people. One of them will replace the embattled Michelle Barrientes
Vela.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :45

Former Dallas police officer Amber Guyger is spending her first night in jail
after her conviction in the death of her neighbor. The sentencing phase is
tomorrow and the jurors are getting new information to help them determine
her punishment. They have access to a record of any violations she obtained
as an officer and witnesses will testify.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/2/2019 12pm :28

Police are searching for a man who attacked another man with a machete. The
victim was slashed on both his arms, but his injuries are not considered life
threatening.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :27

A crash on the west side caused a power outage in that area. Police say a
mustang driver was speeding on Harriman near Frio city and highway 90 when
they crashed intoa  pole causing the vehicle to rollover.

Health News 4 WOAI :16

Fewer women in the U.S. are having twins, a new government study reveals
there were about 123-thousand twin births last year. That's down 4-percent
from 2014, and the lowest number in more than a decade.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :23

Andre McDonald is now charged with his wife's death. This morning a grand
jury filed 2 felony charges against him. He's charged with murder and
tampering with evidence.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:27

There is a new constable in town. County Commissioners have named their
choice to replace the embattled constable in precinct 2. Leticia Cazquez will
become the next constable for precinct 2.



Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :59

Local leaders are putting their support and money behind our students. Alamo
Colleges is partnering with the city, county, Toyota Manufacturing and area
school districts to help students go to college. It's called Alamo Promise.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:57

Our own Matthew Seedorff and Delaine Mathieu were shocked after new
scammer techniques fooled their boss into believe a fake phone call. They're
known as spoof calls. Something scammers use to mimic other phone
numbers on caller ID -- even ones that might be already stored in your
contacts.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

A man is behind bars accused of sexually assaulting a 10-year-old. According
to the arrest affidavit -- 62-year-old Arthur Uriegas was arrested after the 10-
year-old was caught searching for porn on her phone. She told her mom she
used to allegedly watch porn with Uriegas.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:56

Vaping among teens is exploding at a staggering rate. Students leaders
believe 1300 of the students at Churchill High School vape. Once kids get
hooked -- they rely on vaping for stress relief, to help them sleep or just
because it's fun.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :21

A silver alert has been issued for 65-year-old David Oates. He was last seen
today off Kaiser Drive. Police say he has a medical condition that requires a
doctor's care.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Getting money from an ATM out of your network is hitting a new record high.
BankRate.com says the new average is $4.72. This includes the ATM
surcharge and the penalty banks charge their own customers to make out-of-
network withdrawals.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Walmart is suspending sales of the over-the-counter heartburn medication,
Zantac. It comes after the FDA announced a substance in Zantac contains
traces of an impurity that could cause cancer.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :40

A man convicted of leading a pill mill will be sentenced to 30 years in prison.
The 30-year-old made counterfeit prescription drugs laced with fentanyl. His
product led to the death of a US marine stationed in North Carolina.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 3:00

New legislation is designed to protect patients from surprise medical bills. If a
person goes to a government-owned hospital and  insurance doesn't pay the
bill in full the patient becomes a target. One man shares how the balance was
about to be taken out of his social security, which his family needed to pay for
his nursing home.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

A mother fears her son could go deaf after surviving brain cancer. He beat the
illness at seven years old but he now needs a hearing aid. It is too expensive
so he is sewing headbands and beanies in hopes of selling them to make
enough to cover the cost of the device.



Crime & Drug News 4 WOAI 10/3/2019 12pm 1:45

Two people facing charges accused of leading police on a chase. Police tried
to pull over a vehicle near binz-engleman  when the driver took off. The driver
ditched the car and was picked up by an SUV. The vehicle was stolen and had
license plates from San Marcos. police say that license plate is linked other
crimes in San Marcos.

Health News 4 WOAI :20

Fewer women in the U.S. are having twins, a new government study reveals
there were about 123-thousand twin births last year. That's down 4-percent
from 2014, and the lowest number in more than a decade.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19

A crash on the west side caused a power outage in that area. Police say a
mustang driver was speeding on Harriman near Frio city and highway 90 when
they crashed intoa  pole causing the vehicle to rollover.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:09

A mother is comforted by an arrest in her son's murder. Brandon Cornelius
died 16 months ago. Jamarque Washington is being held in connection with
the seemingly random shooting near The Ridge Shopping Center.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :28

The San Antonio City Council has passed a new version of their paid sick
leave ordinance. The amended ordinance will require businesses with more
than 15 mployees to let workers earn 64 hours of paid sick leave. The
requirements are less for smaller businesses.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :43

18 deaths are now connected to vaping. That's the latest from the CDC on the
vaping-related illnesses. They say another 800 lung injury cases are being
investigated.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:01

We have new details on the leader of a massive counterfeit pill operation
based in San Antonio. He's been sentenced to 30 years in federal prison. Alaa
Mohammed Alwwai used the dark web to sell opioids laced with fentanyl
across the country.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :53

A day after Governor Abbott calls on the city of Austin to take care of the
homelessness issue -- the city council passed two measures to boost
resources with regards to jobs and housing for the homeless. This morning's
meeting began with city council approving 720 thousand dollars in funding for
the workforce first program. It's led by The Other Ones Foundation and Family
Eldercare.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 1:33

ACL starts this weekend and first responders in Austin are preparing for a
burtally hot start to it. 75 thousand music fans are about to converge on Zilker
Park.  They're ready to jockey for position at ACL's 8 stages.

Health News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :19

Prospect Medical is consolidating its behavorial health services in San Antonio.
The Nix Specialty Health Center on Vance Jackson Road will cease operations
within the next 30 days. Any patients remaining at the location at that time may
be transferred to the behavorial center on Babcock Road.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :35

County official from Bexar and the surrounding areas are learning how to
prepare for earthquakes. They met today for a planning workshop. Experts say
there have been upwards of 30 to 40 earthquakes in South Texas over recent
years.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :19

Macy's is hiring 80,000 seasonal workers. They need 30,000 for their fulfillment
centers. Macy's is hosting a hiring event on October 24 at all stores, where you
can walk in and interview on site.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:15

A wrong way driver gets into a crash with another vehicle while being chased
by Bexar County deputies. An officer on scene to direct traffic was pinned in
the crash. Authorities now wonder what may have played a role in the decision-
making to pursue the suspects.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

New plans for CPS energy substation and transmission project are being
discussed. Residents in the area are against it while officials say there is a
need for a backup power source. Officials say they will try to make the site
more aesthetically pleasing by adding a possible wall or landscaping.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

Local firefighters receive pizza from fellow firefighters 2000 miles away. The
pizza delivery mixup started when the firefighters from Canada ordered from
Alimos pizza, a restaurant spelled similarly to one here.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10/4/2019 12pm 1:45

While house democrats press ahead with their effort to force president trump
from office.
New questions have emerged for the California lawmaker who played the
central role in kick-starting the impeachment crisis.

Health News 4 WOAI :20

Organic chicken may be pricey, but it will less likely be contaminated with
salmonella. Researchers tested about 27-hundred samples of chicken and
turkey purchased in Pennsylvania during a 9-year period. They found 10-
percent of the conventionally raised poultry samples were contaminated with
salmonella.

Crime & Drug News 4 WOAI :19

A new grant from the U.S. department of justice will help Bexar county fight
against teen gang activity. The 230-thousand dollar grant will go to the juvenile
probation program.  The money will help suppress gang activity and provide
specialized treatment for gang-involved teens and their families.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:44

SAPD Police Chief William McManus believe a TV crew from the show COPS --
which was riding along with Bexar County Deputies yesterday -- influenced the
decision for the deputies to keep chasing a suspect -- even the wrong way on
the freeway. That led to a crash that ultimately left a police officer in the
hospital. Right now two separte investigations are underway.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 2:51

A scientific study is looking into just how many grandparents are raising their
grandchildren right here in San Antonio. The study hasn't been published yet.
But we've learned more than 36 percent of grandparents here in San Antonio
are raising their grandchildren.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI :16

The number of vaping related deaths in the US is now at 20. Pennsylvania
reported a death from lung disease that could be tied to vaping. Health officials
are warning people to stop vaping illegally purchased products and use caution
with dealing with legal e-cigarettes.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :17

San Antonio Police are asking for your help to find a murder suspect. David
Edward Molina is accused of shooting and killing Alfonso Diaz outside of a
Texaco gas station on Tuesday.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :16

The judge in the Gugyer trial is under fire. Judge Tammy Kemp gave Amber
Gugyer a Bible after she had been sentenced. The Freedrom From Religion
Foundation is calling that action inappropriate, unconstitutional and has asked
the Texas State Commission on judicial conduct to investigate.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :14

First responders have rescued a woman who climbed to the roof of a four-story
church. Police say the woman, who they believe was having a mental crisis,
was naked on the roof for several hours. She was pulled to safety and taken to
a hospital.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

A recall alert has been issued for 95,000 SPRI ultra heavy resistance bands.
They were sold exclusively at Walmart stores and on Walmart.com. The bands
can separate from the handle while you're exercising and hit you.

Health News 4 WOAI :16

The FDA is urging consumers to stop using vaping products containing THC. It
comes as an outbreak of vaping-related lung injuries continues, including 21
deaths. The FDA is also warning consumers to not buy any vaping product off
the street nor modify any substance.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :38

A Pleasanton woman has been arrested for allegedly dumping dogs from
Atascosa County Animal Control in West Texas over several months. Katreena
Lynn Martin is accused of dumping more than 120 dogs. According to an arrest
affidavit, Martin claimed to be transporting the dogs to a rescue, but instead
dumped along exits on I-10.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:40

Residents are concerned with high utility charges. District 9 councilman says
the high water bills could be from a lack of education. SAWS says the increase
is because of record breaking heat.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :35

Two people are accused of dumping 120 dogs across three counties. The
couple was supposed to transport the dogs from animal control to their forever
homes. Officials say private citizens are helping to rescue and shelter the
abandoned pets.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :30

A shootout leads to the death of two people in the parking lot of a southside
bar. Investigators say the shooting began with an argument between two
customers and a security guard. The TABC has plans to temporarily shut down
the saloon for seven days

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 10/5/2019 5pm NO SHOW



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :24
Counties along the gulf coast are now under a presidential disaster declaration
following the devestating floods from Tropical Storm Imelda.

Crime News 4 WOAI :27

A witness helped police track down a hit and run driver. It happened near
Randolph Blvd. and O'Connor Rd. A victim was walking along the shoulder
when the driver drifted and crashed into them. The driver also hit a building
and kept going.

Health News 4 WOAI :33

A child founded campaign looks to put an end to breast cancer. The Johnson
family set up a lemonade stand outside Stars Vipers Cheer and Tumbling. All
money raised goes to the breast cancer reaserch foundation.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/6/2019 5pm :32

The Bexar County Sheriff's Office is investigating to see if a boy accused of
accidentally shooting and killing his friend over the weekend will face charges.
His grandfather gave him the gun.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :27

San Antonio Police made an arrest in connection with the deadly shooting of a
man on the south side. This started as an argument outside a home on point
west near south zarzamora.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :21

Apple is putting I-tunes to rest, thanks to the latest Mac update, the Catalina
operating system. InsteAd of having I-Tunes APP, you will now have apple
music, apple podcast and apple TV.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :27

San Antonio Police made an arrest in connection with the deadly shooting of a
man on the south side. This started as an argument outside a home on point
west near south zarzamora.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:35

The new term of the United Stated supreme court is set to begin. The justivces
are expexted to take up cases on a variety of issues including immigration, gun
rights and abortion.

Health News 4 WOAI :23

Reserachers in China say fathers to be should stop drinking alcohol at least six
months before conceiving a child in order to help prevent againt health risks.
Those risks include congential heart disease, heart defects and other birth
defects.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/7/2019 12pm :23

Police made an arrest in connection with the deadly shooting of a man on the
south side. This started as an argument outside a home on point west near
south zarzamora.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :31

The new term of the United Stated supreme court is set to begin. The jsutivces
are expexted to take up cases on a variety of issues including immigration, gun
rights and abortion.

Health News 4 WOAI :28

Reserachers in China say fathers to be should stop drinking alcohol at least six
months before conceiving a child in order to help prevent againt health risks.
Those risks include congential heart disease, heart defects and other birth
defects.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:59

A man has been arrested in a teen's accidental shooting death. Robert Voight
is the grandfather of the teen who pulled the trigger.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :09
City Council continues to take their meetings on the road. Today's took place
at the city's emergency operations center at Brooks City Base.

Health News 4 WOAI :12

Having a good relationship with family may be good for a teen's mental health
later on. A study found that teens with close families ties were less likely to be
depressed later on in life.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :22

Macarthur high school's head football coach is facing an assault charge.
According to online records out of Brown county -- Ben Cook was arrested
over the weekend. His bond was set at 10 thousand dollars and he has bonded
out.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:57

The physical fitness of state troopers is now a matter for the courts to decide.
Some troopers are unhappy about new body size requirements and how it
could impact people here in San Antonio. State troopers are upset enough
about a new policy restricting the size of their waistlines that they've filed suit in
Austin over the tightening requirements.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Police in Galveston say a man is facing charges after he robbed a bank to help
pay for his wedding. They say Heath Bumpou admitted he committed the
robbery because he didn't have enough money for a ring and the wedding
venue. His wedding was scheduled for the next day.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

A new bill could cap how much nicotine is allowed in e-cigarettes. An Illinois
democrat wants to restrict nicotine content to no more than 20-milligrams per
milliter to make them less addictive and appealing.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Unilever wants to cut down on the amount of plastic it produces to package
your products. The company is behind brands like Dove Soap, Lipton Tea and
Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream. The company wants to cut use of new plastic in
half by 2025.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :15

A $600 reward is being offered if you can find a suspect. Fabian Isasis Alvarez
is wanted for credit card/debit card abuse, evidence tampering and theft of a
firearm.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:30

A south west side daycare is under investigation. At least three parents worry
their children were abused at the facility. The accused employee is on another
assignment until the investigation is complete.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :30

An argument outside a home on the southside leads to a deadly shooting. The
victim was shot multiple times in the chest. The suspect is in custody and faces
a murder charge.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:20

A teenager and his grandfather are facing charges in the death of a young boy.
The victim was shot in the head by his friend using a rifle gifted to him by the
grandfather. The sheriff says incidents like this are preventable.

News 4 WOAI  

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/8/2019 12pm :33

The Bexar County sheriff's office is looking for the driver of an SUV tha
slammed into a church. The sheriff's office searched the area by helicopter, but
so far havent been able to find the driver.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :26

Former Nixon city manager, Manuel Zepeda is behind bars. He was sentenced
in Guadalupe county in a child sex abuse case. As part of the plea agreement,
he will spend 90 days in jail and then 90 days in a state treatment facility. He'll
be registered as a sex offender and be put on 10 years’ probation.

Health News 4 WOAI :22

FDA has approved a new drug called Beovu which is a treatment that is the
leading cause of blindness. It is expected to affect nearly two million people in
the country by next year.

Health News 4 WOAI  5pm :19
A 17-year-old has died of vaping. This marks the 21st or so death linked to
vaping. The CDC is now investigating more than 1,000 cases.

Crime News 4 WOAI :20
Police need your help finding a killer. They are searching for whoever shot a
killed a man outside some apartments in 2016. Today is the victim's birthday.

Consumer News 4 WOAI :19

Dicks Sporting good says they've destroyed assault rifles. Saying after the
decision to stop selling them, they reduced them to scrap. The move cost them
billions.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:44

There's a disturbing find outside of a Walmart in Helotes. Someone found two
syringes in the parking lot. The syringes have been sitting since at least
Sunday within reach of anyone who passes by.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:44

Growing concern for people on the northwest side after three armed robberies
at gated apartment complexes this morning. Police believe they were all
carried out by the same gunman. Officers say the person was shining a
flashing in people's eyes and then holding them up at gunpoint.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

The homeless issue in Austin has been at the forefront of conversation there
and the homeless in the area say they are not noticing a difference. Some
homeless there say things are more tense than usual. They say the public isn't
as compassionate toward the homeless population as they once were.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

IKEA is recalling 7,000 infant bibs sold in their stores and on its website. The
snaps on the bibs can come off and pose a choking hazard. Return them for a
full refund.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :15

A man is behind bars accused of intentionally starting a fire at Hotel Valencia.
Mario Saenz, 39, is accused of running into the hotel, starting the fire in a
storage closet and running away when he was caught by a hotel worker.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :17

New options are coming to the ACT exam in September 2020. They include
individual section re-testing, online testing on national exam dates and
superscore calculations. The options are aimed at helping students improve
test scores.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :25

Police are investigating a shooting in the mall parking lot. A man is recovering
after being shot in the stomach. Police say it may have been a drug deal
turned violent.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:45

A father remembers his daughter on what would have been her 17th birthday.
The teen was found dead inside a home next to her mother and sister. The
shooting deaths are still under investigation.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 2:15

Tenants are asking to retrieve their belongings from an apartment building
before it's demolished. The complex has been boarded up since a massive
fire. Tenants say management is not allowing them inside to get their things.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 12pm :28

San Antonio Police are searching for a suspect, accused of shooting a man in
the stomach at North Star Mall. The victim was taken to the hospital with non-
life threatening injuries, investigators say based on witness statements it may
have been a drug deal gone bad.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

FDA has approved a new drug called Beovu which is a treatment that is the
leading cause of blindness. It is expected to affect nearly two million people in
the country by next year.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:36

Houston Rocket murals in China are being painted over. There is also a
possiblity that the game between the Nets and Lakers will be canceled amid
divide between China and U.S.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/9/2019 5pm :43
Police are looking for a hit and run driver. Right now they are looking into a car
they have found. A witness tells us it was covered in blood.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :23
Police have arrested a man for the murder of another. They handed out
pictures of a the guy. Yesterday his ex-girlfriend turned him in.

Health News 4 WOAI :16
Utah is the latest state to report a vaping death. The person was younger than
30. It's believed linked to THC use. This is the 26th death nationally.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:13

City officials and police are again asking people not to give money to
panhandlers. They say giving your spare change to people on the street is only
fueling the growing homelessness and drug epidemic in San Antonio. A
property owner just cleared out a homeless encampment.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :28

A convicted sex offender is in trouble with the law after investigators say he
recorded a girl in the bathroom. According to the arrest affidavit -- 54-year-old
Jon Eric Gilliland is accused of putting the camera in a bathroom. Officials say
the girl noticed the camera after she heard a beeping noise and found videos
of herself on a SD card while she was showering and dressing.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :42

If you haven't gotten your flu shot yet -- better get to it. We're officially in flu
season. According to Metro Health -- flu season starts in October and lasts
through may. And right now they say there are confirmed cases of influenza in
Bexar County.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

American Airlines won't fly Boeing 737 max planes for the rest of the year. The
airline says they don't expect to fly the jets until January 16. The jets have
been grounded worldwide after 2 deadly crashes.



Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :14

The Playstation 5 will launch during the 2020 holiday season. Sony's CEO
says game downloads will be different on the new console. The controller is
also getting a significant update.

Health News 4 WOAI :43

A new-long term study is being launched to find an alternative to using opioids
for pain. The National Institute of Health is providing nearly $12 million for the
study to see if non-narcotic medications like ibuprofen and acetaminophen can
be as effective as opioids.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:30

An arrest is made in a gas station murder. The victim who was a father of four,
was shot to death by a total stranger. The suspect was turned in by his ex-
girlfriend.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:15

There is a new proposal to replace the spill gates at Lake Dunlap. The dam
broke more than 100 days ago. The $20 million plan be largely funded through
the creation of a water control and improvement district.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:00

The Commissioners Court swears in a new Precinct Two constable. This
comes after a judge dismissed the restraining order filed to stop any formal
appointment. The former constable triggered a law requiring her to leave office
when she announced her run for sheriff.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10/10/2019 12pm :29

A major highway shut down after an accident on the southeast side. Police say
the driver was speeding in a stolen car on I-37 south and southeast loop
410.Then, he lost contorl and hit the concrete median.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:15

Today is the first day of work for Leticia Vasquez. She's replacing former
constable Melissa Barrientes Vela Along with the constable, computersalso
arrived at the office. Computers were taken during the FBI raid.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19
Thousands of people in California without power in their homes and business
buildings. The main goal is to prevent equipment from starting large fires.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :42

There was a scare at a middle school today after a loaded gun is found on a
student. The discovery was made this morning at Bradley Middle School.
Several students told staff in the front office that a student had a gun.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:19

Right now the new Bexar County Precinct 2 Constable is wrapping up her first
day at work. Leticia Vazquez has replaced former constable Michelle
Barrientes Vela who was at the center of a number of controversies. There's
also an ongoing investigation by the Texas Rangers and the FBI.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Next week a town in Michigan will be accepting applications to sell recreational
marijuana licenses. Only 7 will be permitted. SO business owners are already
lining up and camping out hoping to get the coveted licenses.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :48

The head of ICE is firing back at a recent ruling, calling it judicial overreach. A
California federal judge has barred the agency from relying soley on database
searches to detain undocumented immigrants. A lawyer with the ACLU says
the judge's ruling helps ensure ICE does not subject people to baseless arrests
and detention.



Health News 4 WOAI :12

The first death related to e-cigarettes has been reported in Texas. The Texas
Department of State Health Services says a woman died last week from a lung
disease associated with vaping.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :17

The man accused of a mass shooting at an El Paso Walmart appeared before
his trial judge today. Patrick Crusius, 21, pleaded not guilty to the August
shooting that left 22 people dead. He's due in court again on November 7.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13
Delta is hiring 12,000 people through 2020 as the airline expands its
operations. They need pilots, flight attendants and ground staff.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :33

The School of Science and Technology held a stand down assembly on safety
today. The goal is to show students how to report any suspicious activity and
work with law enforcement.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :11
Social Security recipients will get a bump in benefit next year as cost of living
increases. That bump is 1.6%, about half of the increase given this year.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:40

A mother says her son's school photos were doctored by photographers. She
believes the changes may have been racially motivated. The child is biracial
and she thinks they gave him a hairdo based on his features.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:15

Parents say they were not notified about a middle school student with a gun in
his pocket. Classmates saw the loaded gun and reported him to school
authorities. The district says the student told them it was for protection.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:52

Police are investigating after reports of a man trying to stop cars and take
drivers’ money. In most cases the man is dressed up in women's clothing and
waving people down with an empty gas can. One victim says he’s preying on
small town kindness.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/11/2019 12pm :34

An undocumented man is being sentenced for murding a San Antoino man and
leaving his body inside of an apartment complex. Ernesto Esquivel-Garcia was
sentenced to life in prision. He's convicted of killing 20-year-old Jared Vargas.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :41

A San Marcos Police driver struck by an alleged drunk driver is now speaking
out about her road to recovery. Officer Claudia Cormier suffered life
threatening injuries and lost her leg as a result of the crash. She was hit by Niel
Sheehan who had two drinks before hitting the officer; the officer was picking
up debris from the highway.

Health News 4 WOAI :22

The VA is embracing a new kind of health care for some veterans,
accupuncture and tai chi are even replacing painkillers. It begins when a
veteran sits down with a health coach to set goals like nutrition and exercise.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:51

A triple shooting outside of a convenience store earlier this week left two
people dead. Police records show it's just the tip of the iceberg when it comes
to crime in the area. The district two office is putting together a plan to solve
the crime issue in the area.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI :26

New guidelines were put out today about how doctors should watch out for
vaping related illnesses. The Centers for Disease Control ha already asked
doctors to ask anyone who comes in with a respiratory infection about their
vaping hisotry. Now the CDC wants health care workers to know early
symptoms of vaping injury could easily be mistaken for the flu or other
infections.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Firefighters in California are working to contain the Saddleridge Fire as it
spreads across parts of Los Angeles County. Experts say the Santa Ana winds
are fueling wildfires. 100 thousand people are under mandatory evacuations.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :22

Police have arrested a man, accused of trying to cash checks that belong to a
dead woman in Louisiana. Police say they found Joe Damien Hernandez, 28,
with 2 checks belonging to the woman, plus a gun and meth. The victim
passed away four years ago.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :25

A new art center is opening this weekend in San Antonio. A ribbon cutting
ceremony will be held on Sunday for Rbuty City. It will feature programming
and exhibits year-round from the collection of the Linda Pace Foundation.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :35

A San Antonio woman has been indicted for murder. Alize Marie Cantu, 23,
has been indicted by a Bexar County grand jury. She's accused of shooting
and killing 22-year-old Marc Ramirez back in July in far north Bexar County.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :20

Senior citizens will no longer get a discount through Southwest Airlines. The
airline is getting rid of lowered senior fares starting December 11.

Health News 4 WOAI :35

Women are more likely to develop Alzheimer's, but men are usually diagnosed
with it sooner. Scientists say it comes down to memory tests. Women do better
on these tests, but eventually get to a point where they can't compesnate for
the damage Alzheimer's does to the brain, causing symptoms to develop
faster.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :19

United is the latest airline to push back plans to bring back the Boeing 737
Max. The jets will be kept off United's schedule through January 6. Without the
planes, United will cancel nearly 8,300 flights from October through early
January.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :48

The city and some charities are being reimbursed by the federal government
for the money spent to help with the surge of migrants. From March to August
these agencies provided services for more than twenty-eight thousand people.
Close to $3 million is being distributed to help border communities.
 

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

A new study from the CDC shows STI are at a record high. Metro Health is
using mobile clinics to make screening and treatment more convenient.
Officials hope their efforts will help remove the stigma of having an STI.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI 2:35

A San Antonio teen is getting a fairytale celebration. Hundreds of people are
expected to celebrate her birthday with her at the party of a lifetime. The teen
is a chronic kidney disease patient and her body is rejecting organ transplanted
to her.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/12/1029 5pm 1:00
A local man is facing charges, accused of using Facebook to send a barrage of
profane and threatening messages to San Antonio mayor, Ron Nirenberg.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

A faulty motor is being blamed for a fire at Hotel Valencia on E. Houston St.
downtown. About 100 guests had to be evacuated. No injuries were reported.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:40

A school bus driver in Arizona is now in hot water. Officials say the driver
slammed on the breaks to try to hurt a child on the bus -- who threw trash. That
driver is on leave tonight.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:51

Today marks 20 years since an ambush in Atascosa County left 3 law
enforcement officers dead. Among those deaths -- two deputies and a state
trooper.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :45

We've now learned the name of a Fort Worth woman shot and killed in her own
home by police officers conducting a welfare check. She's been identified as
Atatiana Jefferson.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
Two deaths in California are now confirmed as being connected to the
Sandalwood Fire. The flames started Thursday as a trash fire.

Educational News 4 WOAI 10/13/2019 5pm :20

Ruby City is now open on Camp St. near South Flores. It's a brand new
contemporary art center. It will showcase a year-round series of exhibitions
from the Linda Pace Foundation.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :25

Several families are looking for a new place to call home tonight -- following a
large fire on Babcock Road. It took more than 100 firefighters to put out the
flames.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :20 A sad update on a missing tech. executive from Utah. She's been found.

Religion News 4 WOAI 10pm :39

It's been nearly a month since the parish house at St. Mark's Episcopal was
partially destroyed. They've been hard at work rebuilding ever since. Today,
we checked in on their progress.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :35

Authorities are still working to track down a missing 3-year-old in Alabama.
Little Kamille "Cupcake" McKinney is the subject of an Amber Alert issued
when she went missing from a child's birthday party last night in Birmingham.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15
Several people are recovering after a wrong-way crash overnight in Schertz. It
happened on FM 2252. We're told none of those injuries are life-threatening.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/14/2019 12pm :32

A man is in police custody was arrested for sexual assault.  Police say Jorge
Montes Junior admitted to assaulting a friend who was so drunk - she started
throwing up.  According to arrest paperwork  the 30-year old took her from the
bathroom to the bedroom  then sexually assaulted her  knowing she was in
and out of consciousness.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:45

The Fort Worth officer who shot and killed a woman in her own home over the
weekend will be questioned today. A lawyer for the victim's family says she
was with her nephew when she was killed.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :21

Time is running out if you asked for an extension on your 2018 tax return.
Tomorrow is the deadline and if you miss be prepared to pay a 5-percent
"failure to file" penalty.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :29
Things are ramping up in Syria. The president announcing new sanctions for
Turkey. He's also wanting to keep US troops in the region.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :20
Police are looking for this man. He's wanted for robbing a gas station. Police
say he walked it, grabbed some things, showed a gun and then walked out.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :30

We just got the mug shots of 2 teens charged with murder. This is 18 year old
julain and 19 year old vincent maldonado. Both facing murder for the death of
noah hoover. Hoover was found in a hotel room.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :24

This morning two suspects were arrested in a motel here in San Antonio in
connection with a murder in Medina County. 18-year-old Julian Maldonando
and 19-year-old Vincent Maldonado were arrested this morning in connection
with the death of Noah Hoover. He was killed last month at a house.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 2:16

Two years ago the federal government declared opioids a public health
emergency. Some people feel unfairly targeted. Penny Elmore says she has
been in pain for more than a decade.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:54

October is Naitonal Church Safety and Security month. SAPD says both after
the Sutherland Springs Shooting and the shootings in Midland and Odessa
requests for active shooter response training increased. They've done about
115 this year throughout the city. We catch up with the pastor of First Baptist
Church on how they've ramped up security.

Health News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :25

Pollution could be putting women at higher risk of silent miscarriages.
Researchers say women who live in areas with higher concentrated pollution
levels saw a greater risk of miscarriage in the first trimester. They think
particulate matter pollution is especially a problem, because the tiny particles
can cross the maternal-fetal blood barrier and disrupt fetal growth and
development.

Business & Economy News 4 WOAI :16

JcPenney is hosting a nationwide job fair tomorrow. It runs from 2 p.m. to 8
p.m. at JcPenney stores. The retailer needs to hire 37,000 seasonal workers
across the country as cashiers, beauty consultants and more.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :17

Police are looking for the driver who hit a man near downtown San Marcos and
kept on going. It happened early Sunday morning. A 23-year-old man wa hit
and suffered serious injuries.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:20

Bone fragments found at the Alamo are at the center of possible legal action.
An organization wants to make sure the bones are handled properly during the
city’s redevelopment project. Some want the area to be deemed a cemetery.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :40

A former Fort Worth police officer who shot and killed a woman inside her
home is now charged with murder. The officer was responding to a welfare
check when the shooting happened. Officials say the officer did not identify
himself to the victim.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:45

Requests are increasing for active shooter response training. One hundred
fifteen of these have been completed throughout the city. The pastor of the
Sutherland Springs Church shares what new safety features have been
installed

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/15/2019 12pm :21

A driver is facing charges  after crashing his vehicle on the west side.
Police say he was speeding on general mcmullen underneath highway 90
when he lost control  causing his vehicle to roll over into the grassy median.
Moments later  he tried to run from the scene but was caught and arrested for
DWI.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5:00

A SAFD firefighter who was hit by a car while responding to a fire at a
downtown hotel off Live Oak St. The firefighter was taken to the hospital, but
later died. The 17-year SAFD veteran has been identified as Greg Garza.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

Bexar County Commissioner's are voting on resolutions to make several
reforms, to make voting easier and more accesible in the county. Today the y
set up a Citizens Advisory Committee which will be tasked to look at ways to
improve the county.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :25
Police are searching for a killer. A man was shot driving his friend home last
year. Crime stoppers is now offering 50,000 dollars hoping to find his killer.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:49
The fire in Syria continues. US troops pulling out, Russian troops now filling the
void. Trump has called for a ceasefire.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :50
Donald Trump Jr, is in town. He's holding a rally for his father. Also here is his
campaign manager Brad Parscales a san antonio native.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:54

SAWS will be holding a public meeting to talk about possible changing the rate
structure for future water bills. Current complaints factor in -- trying to make the
billing system easier to understand. One member of the rate advisory
committee says customers can save money over the next entire year if they
conserve water usage during a three month window between November 15th
and March 15th.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :16

18-year-old David Samora is one of four suspects accused of killing 18-year-
old Ryamond Silva. It happened last year. Police say Samora and three other
men went to Silva's home looking for a stolen backpack.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :48

Bexar County Commissioners passed some resolutions today -- hoping to
make it easier for you to vote in the upcoming election. The main goal here is
to set up a citizens advisory committee. They'll be looking at ways to improve
voting throughout the county.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :43

A new partnership is bringing little comfort to patients and their families staying
at the Children's Hospital of San Antonio. Today, the San Antonio Public
Library announced it is offering e-books at the Children's Hospital. A new
digital kiosk will allow pediatric patients and their families to access more than
2,000 books and magazines.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :17

AMC Theatres is launching a new on-demand video service, similar to iTunes.
The service will let you rent or buy 2,000 films. New releases will be added
after their run in theatres.

Health News 4 WOAI :16

A company that uses your DNA to trace your family roots is getting into health
care. Ancestry.com launched Ancestry Health today. The new service will use
your DNA to look for your genetic risks for conditions like heart disease,
hereditary cancers and blood disorders.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:00

Charges are dropped against a local high school girl who stabbed two teams
last March. One of the teens died and the surviving teenager feels the court
system has failed her. The DA office says there's evidence the attack was self-
defense

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2:35

A veteran firefighter dies while responding to a fire downtown. The victim was
getting out of the firetruck when he stumbled and fell into the path of an
oncoming van. The mayor is asking flags around the city to be flown at half
staff.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 2:35

A San Antonio ninth grader is determined to be a heart surgeon. She was
nominated to represent the state at a national conference. The community is
helping to fundraise the money the family needs for her to attend.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/16/2019 12pm :25

San Antonio police need help finding a man who burglarized a home.  Late last
month. A man was seen driving to a house located near Oakridge and
Vallaghan road. He walked through the door and took various items.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

12 democratic presidential hopefuls took to the debate stage for the 4th
democratic debate.
It's the first debate for senator sanders since he suffered a heart attack two
weeks ago.This was also the first time the candidates have been together
since the impeachment inquiry of Pesident Tump.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :17
Engineers concerned the Hard Rock Hotel structure in New Orleans could fall
again. More than 30 families living near the site have had to evacuate.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :27
We've got an update on the missing woman. She's been found dead. She was
in a car at a parking garage at SAC.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :47

The Department of Justice wants Academy held responsible for their role in the
Sutherland Springs shooting. They say he should have been stopped from
buying a gun because he used a Colorado DL.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :35

we've got a mugshot for a woman arrested this morning. She was charged in a
standoff and robbery. A teenager was hurt and robbed, expecting to meet a
woman there.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :19

Online court records show David Samora -- the man accused of killing a teen
over a stolen backpack last year has been sentenced to 40 years in prison.
Samora is one of four suspects accused in the murder of 18-year-old Raymond
Silva. Police say the four went to Silva's home looking for that stolen backpack.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:42

The reason so many of your water bills have spiked -- is because the rate
structure SAWS is using was builty with an equity lens. This story is getting a
lot of clicks and comments on Facebook. The equity lens is why people in
certain parts of town are getting hit with such high bills.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 1:42

San Antonio City Council members are scheduled to vote on a set of goals to
have the city be carbon neutral by 2050. It's a controversal plan which has
been in the works for the past two years. Mayor Ron Nirenberg is ready to vote
on the climate action adaptation plan which aims to keep San Antonio in line
with the Paris Climate Accords which the US pulled out of two years ago.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :24

Firefighters say some costumes can quickly burn up, because of the fabric it's
made from. Firefighters warn to look out for lit jack-o-lanterns and candles this
Halloween and if your costume catches fire -- stop, drop and roll.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :13

A merger between T-Mobile and Spring has been approved today by the
Federal Communications Commission. The merger faces a legal challenge by
state attorneys general who say it'll reduce competition and drive up costs for
consumers.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :33

A possible clue on lung-injury cases related to vaping. A new study released
today in the journal, Cancer Prevention, suggests two liquids -- Propylene
Glycol and Glycerin -- in cigarettes can lead to lung inflammation. Vaping just
twice a day for a month can cause it.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :23

A man is found not guilty by reason of insanity in a 2017 murder. He is
accused of killing his mother. At the time, he told police he committed the crime
because his actual mother was Carrie Fisher.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:17

City council will vote on a settlement in the case of a woman who claims she
was inappropriately searched by a police officer. She says the officer removed
the tampon she was wearing. That female officer has since retired.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :46

A child advocate will bury an infant’s mummified remains. The baby was found
inside a piece of luggage during a drug raid. For years it sat in a medical
examiner’s freezer but now that the autopsy is complete the remains are being
released to her to lay to rest.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/17/2019 12pm :42

We're learning more about the standoff off Blanco and Wurzbach. A police
report tells us a teen was brutally beaten and robbed. He was able to call
police. They arrested six suspects. One suspect is believed to have stolen the
teen's vehicle. Police are still investigating.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

A warning today from CPS energy they want customers to beware of
scammers posing as representatives.
CPS will never threaten to disconnect service to your home or business, they
will never ask you to purchase credit cards or prepaid cards or ask to enter
your home or business unless you initiate a request for service.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :34

Police need  help finding two burglary suspects accused of stealing from a
storage company.
They cut lock to the maintenance building and stole two golf carts.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:35

Further frustrations are involving water bills here. We've learned at least one
city councilman went straight to the CEO of SAWS to get answered for his
constitutents. There are very pointed emails between the city councilman and
SAWS CEO Reobert Puente.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :47

We have new details on a lawsuit by families of the Sutherland Springs Church
shooting victims. They are suing claiming it was the federal government's
negligence tha allowed the shooter to buy the gun used in that massacre. But
now the government lawyers filed a motion claiming it was Academy Sports
and Outdoors that broke the law.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :35

A teenager was held against his will this morning. One of the people arrested is
19-year-odl Bleu Anais Delarosa. Although we're told at least three others are
facing charges.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :57

We've been following the news of the San Antonio city council adopting a new
climate plan. It's the city's first climate action and adaption plan -- approved by
a 10 to one vote.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:48

Smishing is the newst online scam. Scammers target anyone with a cell phone,
particularly targeting the elderly.

Educational News 4 WOAI 1:05

Parents and community members in Southside ISD are demanding the
district's Board of Managers change its policy. The policy requires parents
show government-issued ID to be on-campus.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

A longtime lifestyle magazine is ending. Family Circle will send out its last
issue this December, after nearly 90 years in business. The magazine was not
performing as well as its sister magazines.



Religion News 4 WOAI :17

The Vatican is giving you a way to pray on the go. They have launched a smart
device for guided prayer. The Click to Pray E-Rosary connects to a
smartphone app to track your rosary progress and offers three different prayer
options.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

The City of San Antonio is launching a new service called Saturday Code
Enforcement Hotline. The number to call is 210-207-CODE. Every Saturday,
except holidays, the hotline will be open to report violations such as illegal
garage sales.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:09

A 13-year-old student  reports a school shooting threat but ends up in juvenile
detention. Her mom say she is an upstanding honor roll student and was only
warning authorities about a plan she heard circulating around campus. The
school says there were rumors but no evidence of a real threat. The district
would not say why she was reported to police.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :32

The city’s first climate action and adaptation plan has been approved by city
council. Members say it’s to become carbon neutral by 2050. The plan has
been in the works for two years.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:24

A boy is hit by a car on his way to school. It happened at a busy intersection
and the boy was supposedly in the crosswalk. Some say bridges that reach
over the street or highway is necessary.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 10/18/2019 12pm 1:35

Scammers are targeting people  in a brand new way-- by sending text
messages to potential victims. It's a growing trend called "smishing."so, a
combination of SMS and phishing, the texts often look like they're coming from
official sources like the f-b-i or social security administration.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :27
A person is dead after a heavy piece of equipment runs over a worker. No
charges expected to be filed against the other worker.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :35

Kiddie Park officially re-opens today at the zoo. It will be able to better
accommodate strollers and guests with disabilities.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:59

Toddlers were found playing all by themselves in a ditch. A viewer called us
after she said she saw a couple of todderls playing there between a daycare
and Culebra Road. Accroding to the good samaritan two of the toddlers were in
the ditch just a few feet from teh roadway here on Culebra.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :42

We're getting to the bottom of a supposed racist picture involving Smithson
Valley High School football players. The district tells us the picture was altered.
It referenced the N-word and Judson High School.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:56

The White House on the defenseive trying to explain an apparent contradiciton
between the President and the Acting Chief of Staff. The White House in clean-
up mode today after acting chief of staff Mick Mulvaney appeared to undercut
President Trump's impeachment defense. Mulvaney confirmed the
administration did delay military aid to Ukraine in part because the President
wanted help with a justice department investigation into the 2016 election.



Health News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:55
Children as young as 7 play tackle football in the greater San Antonio area.
There's a new safety initative pushing for a much older minimum age.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:54

The Better Business Bureau has a new warning tonight about scams surfacing,
regarding timeshares. Some people are losing thousands of dollars.

Educational News 4 WOAI :25

A local high school's entire senior class just received acceptance to the
University of the Incarnate Word. All 101 seniors from Judson Early College
Academy.

Health News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :20

A recall alert about a popular heartburn medication. The drugmaker, Sanofi, is
recalling Zantac OTC. Last month, the FDA announced a possible carcinogen
was found at low levels in prescription and over-the-counter versions of
Zantac.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :33

New voting machines were unveiled today by the Bexar County Elections
Department. The department said it was time to upgrade as the old system
was running on 17-year-old technology. The new machines will give the
department a paper trail for a secure election.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :21

A watchdog group wants to ban inclined baby sleepers. The Consumer
Product Safety Commission is proposing banning the sales of sleepers with a
more than 10-degree inclune. Bigger inclines can cause your baby's head to
roll forward or to the side, increasing the risk of asphyxiation.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:30

A new plan to address homelessness involves hiring a consultant firm from
California. Non-profit groups and faith leaders say the 130 thousand dollars
could be better spent here. They say if they can’t fix the issue in California how
will they fix it here?

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :41

Evidence suggest Boeing may have known about problems with a system
inside their 737 max planes and failed to report it to the FAA. Messages from
test pilots showed they expressed serious concerns two years before two
deadly crashes that killed more than 300 people.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :30

The police superintendent in Chicago is facing accusations that he was
unresponsive at the wheel. He says he was sleeping while a witness says he
was slumped over. He also told the mayor he had a few drinks at dinner before
he was found.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :20

39-year-old Regino Quinones is now charges with continuous sexual abuse of
a child. He's accused of sexually abusing three kids over the course of several
years.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:54
At least one person is dead after a roof collapse near Boerne. Officials tell us
several people are trapped.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
This fire broke out on Arbor Street and NW 21st St. Firefighters say one person
was inside the home, but that she's safe tonight.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :40
A murder suspect is now in custody. This man, 73-year-old Aaron Toney, is
accused of strangling a woman who was found unresponsive -- and later died.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:05
A man and a woman are facing felony attempted kidnapping charges tonight.
Deputies say they tried to kidnap a 3-year-old girl on the far west side.

Health News 4 WOAI 1:40

Each year, a local non-profit organization gives dozens of free heart
screenings to teens. August Heart has been working to detect heart conditions
over the past decade.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :25

A woman is in the hospital with life-threatening injuries -- after she was shot in
the chest on the northwest side. It happened just before 2 this afternoon at the
Colonnade Apartments near I-10 and Wurzbach.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :30

Walmart is recalling more than 6,000 lbs. of ready-to-eat pork and turkey
sausage patty products. That's due to salmonella contamination concerns.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :34
A new fire station is underway in southeast Bexar County. The groundbreaking
took place off Hwy. 181 & Loop 1604.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :15

Investigators are looking into how a fire started inside an apartment comple
mail room, then spread to its leasing office. Firefighters were called out to the
Icon Apartments on the northside. We're told no one was inside at the time.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :30

The Bexar County Sheriff's Office announced its arrested two people --a fter a
westside drug bust. Deputies say they found nearly 3 lbs. of meth, worth close
to $70,000.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :25

We're learning more about President Donald Trump reversing course suddenly
last night -- on hosting the G7 summit at Trump National in Doral, Florida. He
says he will search for another site, including the possibility of Camp David.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10/21/2019 12pm 1:40
A powerful tornado rips through the Dallas area leaving thousands without
power. So far, no serious injuries have been reported.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

A restaurant employee is safe after being tied up during a robbery on the
northwest side. San Antonio police say he was working at ZIO'S italian kitchen
when a man with a handgun and bandana around his face broke into the
restaurant.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:10

Two relatives are charged in connection with the death of baby King Jay
Davilia earlier this year are in court this morning. The infant's grandmother and
cousin are facing charges for tampering with evidence.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:36

Prosecutors decided to wait to try two women accused of tampering with
evidance and faking a kidnapping as a coverup for King Jay's death.
Everything has been put on hold until there's a decision in the Christopher
Davila case. You may remember Sampayo is King Jay's grandmother and
Torres is Christopher Davila's cousin.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :17
There is major destruction in the Dallas area. Crews ar eout now assessing the
damage. It's believed at least one torando touched down here overnight.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Early voting is underway in the state of Texas. We just got new numbers from
the Bexar County Elections Department. A little less than 27 hundred people
voted in Bexar County today.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:35

We are learning more on the attempted kidnapping of a three year old girl over
the weekend. Selena Lopez did not want to show her face but she says she
has lived at the Mobile Home Park just off loop 1604 and Shaenfield for about
a year and a half. She is also the mother of a two-year-old boy.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:06

Today is national check your meds day. Nearly 70 percent of Americans used
at least one prescription drug within the last 30 days. That's according to the
latest report from the CDC.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:17

Early voting is underway in the state of Texas. We just got new numbers from
the Bexar County Elections Department. A little less than 27 hundred people
voted in Bexar County today.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :25

A recall alert has been issued for ready-to-eat turkey and sausage patties sold
under the Great Value brand at Walmart. The patties may be contaminated
with salmonella. The meats are produced by George's prepared foods.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Researchers say dairy products may increase your risk of prostate cancer.
They found those who consumed dairy products the most had a higher risk of
developing prostate cancer. People who followed a plant-based diet had a
lower rate of developing prostate cancer.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :23

Ninetendo has come up with a way to get video gamers out of their chairs and
working out. They're releasing a new game called Ring Fit Adventure. Instead
of using buttons, it makes the person playing do real world exercises to move
the characters.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :38

City officials are thinking of building a park just east of downtown. Activists
fought for the park instead of selling the land to a developer. City council then
offered the company a different two acres near the Alamodome plus an
additional 600 thousand dollars.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:22

Residents are complaining of vandalism at their high rise apartment building.
The seniors and disabled renters are demanding better security. Seven cars
were broken into recently and so now patrols are increasing in the area.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :35

Early voting polls are open for people to cast their votes on 10 proposed state
constitutional amendments. Officials say the process has been smooth and
machines have new operating systems. Voters can also now visit any polling
location that is most convenient whether or not it is in their precinct.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10/22/2019 12pm :27

Scientists are cautioning that new flame retardants are just as toxic as ones
they replaced. Their study found the new flame retardants called organo-
phosphates have been linked to lower i-q in children and reproductive
problems.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:25

The national weather service confirmed at least one f-3 tornado touched down
in the dallas area. The storm cut power to more than 140-thousand customers,
knocked down trees, overturned cars and ripped roofs from homes.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

More division on capitol hill as republicans took a step to formally condemn
one of the central lawmakers in the impeachment inquiry.  Now, democrats are
accusing the other side of the aisle of trying to cover up wrong-doing by the
president.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:09

Repoorts of a gun on campus send students and parents into a frenzy this
afternoon. When it was over -- three Roosevelt High School studnets were
arrested. They were charged with making a terroristic threat.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :16

The DEA is trying something new to get you to quit vaping. For the first time it
will accept vaping devices and cartridges as part of their prescription drug to
take back day this weekend. The move comes as the CDC is investigating a
deadly vaping related lung illness.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :38

Christopher Davila is charged with injury to a child by omission. He's accused
of killing his young son King Jay and then planning a fake kidnaping to cover it
up. His trial was supposed to begin today but that was pushed back.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:59

Just six months after the displaced left turn opened on Bandera Road at Loop
164 -- it has undergone another overhaul. We wanted to know why the much-
discussed displaced left turn project required a complete repave half a year
after new asphalt had been laid. We also wanted to know how much it will cost
and if further lane closures are scheduled.

Religion News 4 WOAI :38

A consumer warning from the Archdiocese of San San Antonio about door to
door visits. Archdiocese officials tell us they were contacted by a church in
Floresville about an organization called Mary Queen of the Third Millenium.
They say the group was going door-to-door asking for donations to their
organization and offering to conduct house blessings.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :13

We're getting new video in from Dallas that shows the damage left behind by
tornados Sunday night. You can see roofs ripped off of homes and trees down.
Dallas' mayor says the city is very fortunate to be only assessing property
damage.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

Blackhawk is recalling 3,100 T-Series L2C gun holsters. The holster design
can change the position of the safety switch on the gun without users realizing
it. They were sold at Bass Pro Shops and other retailers.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :32

An update on a mystery childhood illness called Acute Flaccid Myelitis or AFM.
The illness, which has affected nearly 600 children since 2014, causes polio-
like symptoms. Scientists say new evidence shows patients were fighting a
viral infection before being diagnosed with AFM.



Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Macy's is doing away with real fur in their appareal. The company will stop
selling real fur by early 2021. The decision applies to Macy's stores,
Bloomingdales locations and its discount oulets.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:08

A new initiative aims to protect children from gun violence. More than 17
thousand gun locks will be distributed to residents at community events.
Officials say securing firearms is the number one way to prevent tragedies.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:17

The census bureau is offering thousands of jobs within the county. Staffers are
needed to serve as a census taker in the field or work indoors at one of the
three local offices.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :28

The hospital in Houston is throwing a farewell party for the baby born without
skin. Baby Jabari has been a patient there, undergoing a number of life-saving
operations. The infant is 9 months old and expected to be discharged soon.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/23/2019 12pm :24

A fight between couples ends with a man being stabbed in the stomach.
Police say it was a fight over women that led to the fight,that ultimately led to
the stabbing.  Police say they are still looking for the suspect, who has not
been caught.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

A man is facing charges for putting skimming devices in multiple gas pumps on
E. Commerce and E.Houston St. Police arrested 29-year-old Yosmany Alberto
Alba-Labrada for committing the act. They were able to link it to him based on
DNA testing.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:25

The guadalupe River Authority is reopening certain parts of three lakes for
recreation, but some homeowners are still upset that their home is in the
danger zone. One of the lakes that will be closed, Lake Gonzalez.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :22

The Alamo City Comic Con owes the city of San Antonio thousands. We've
confirmed the issue. This goes back to the last 2 years of the con. The owner
hasn't responded to us.

Crime News 4 WOAI :22

We've confirmed the identity of a man killed in a fight. Esteven was shot to
death at a home yesterday. We are waiting to find out if the shooter will be
charged.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :11
President Trump says the ceasefire in Turkey is working. So he's cancelled all
economic sanctions on Turkey. Russia is taking over where the US was.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:29

City leaders are closing the migrant resource center downtown. More than 30
thousand people who are seeking asylum have passed through its
doors.They're passing through on the way to stay with friends or family across
the country and wait for their day in court.



Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:13

People who live at the Alazan Apache Courts are protesting against the San
Antonio Housing Authority. There are numerous complaints including alleged
harassment and bogus fees applied to tenant accounts. They say those bogus
fees for trumped up lease violations cause tenants to fall behind on their rent
which results in evictions.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:25

Theives are still trying to steal your credit card information when you gas up at
the pump. Police are now using DNA to catch them. A man just booked into the
Bexar County Jail last night was indicted for planting sophisticated skimming
devices inside San Antonio gas pumps.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :30

Police officers got free training today on how to spot and investigate animal
cruelty. It was hosted by the Humane Society of the United States and Animal
Care Services. Organizers say investigating these cases can also have a big
impact in saving human lives, as usually animal cruelty also involves others in
the home being abused.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :48

The FDA is allowing Snus to market itself as safer than cigarettes. It's a pouch
of ground tobacco that you can stick between your cheek and gum to absorb
nicotine. Health regulators stress Snus is not safe, but rather less harmful.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :13

Netflix wants to cut down on you sharing accounts and trading passwords. The
streaming platform is still looking for ways to make that happen. Nearly 10% of
users don't pay for the Netflix accounts they use.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:30

A man finds a bag full of service medals discarded in an alley. Inside the trash
bag he finds a purple heart and a bronze star belonging to a local soldier who
was killed in combat during the Vietnam war. The man was able to locate the
man’s older sister and return them to the family.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :36

Divorced parents in Dallas are fighting over the custody of their child. The 7-
year-old says he wants a gender transition but the father says his ex-wife is
forcing their child to get the surgery.  State agencies are looking into the
manner including family and protective services.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:43

Downtown San Antonio is growing rapidly and residents are complaining of
congestion. People who live and visit there can’t seem to find any parking.
There are nearly 300 people on a waiting list for reserved parking spots and
the person at the top of the list has been there since 2011.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10/24/2019 12pm 3:00

San Antonio Firefighters along with family and friends of Greg Garza are at
Community Bible Church. Garza's funeral got underway this afternoon. He was
killed in the line of duty last week, and served as a SAFD Firefighter for 17
years.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

A 19-year-old man remains in serious condition after getting shot 5 times.  San
Antonio Police say a fight started between three people leading to nineteen
shots being fired.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

Crime Stoppers needs your help in finding a bank robber. Police were called to
the Woodforest National Bank inside the Walmart on Jones Maltsburger. Police
said the robbery happened Oct. 11th, the suspect demanded money in a note
and said he had a gun.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :16
New pictures from Castle Hills. Police found meth and stolen property inside a
stolen U-Haul. Police did find the man who claimed ownership. He's now in jail.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:40
We are looking into a new homeless issue here. Homes and buildings keep
going up in flames. Police are looking into why and what can be done to stop it.

Health News 4 WOAI :12

We've got an update from the CDC. Investigators are now looking into more
than 1600 cases. This covers 49 states. Alaska is the only state without a
confirmed case.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :29

A man is accused of sexually assaulting a 13-year-old girl twice and getting her
pregnant. According to the arrest affidavit DNA test on the newborn baby
shows a 99 point 9 percent chance 25-year-old Brian Jacob Ybarra is the
baby's father. Deputies say the girl's mother told them her daughter was
assaulted twice during the summer of 2018.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

An elderly man in the San Antonio area has lost about 100 thosuand dollars.
It's because he fell in love with someone who doesn't really exist. Online dating
and social media have made it easier than ever to meet new people and find
dates.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

Scary moments for people at another Walmart in El Paso after shots were fired
by police. It happened last night in the parking lot. Police were investigating
reports of a stolen vehicle when the suspect took off and reportedly dragged
two police officers.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

CVS is pulling 22-ounce bottles of Johnson and Johnson's baby powder from
its pharmacies and cvs.com. It's in response to a recent recall by Johnson,
after an FDA test found trace amounts of asbestos in samples.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20

The U.S. Census Bureau is hosting a job fair at Memorial Branch Library. They
are looking for help to knock on doors and collect data for the 2020 Census
count. There will be two additional job fairs next week.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Bed Bath and Beyond has removed a Halloween direction over complaints it
resembled blackface. The pumpkins are painted black with white mouths. The
company has removed them from their online store, saying they represent
people of all colors and faiths.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :43

A dog blood bank is coming to the city. It will a part of an animal hospital.
Organizers are asking people to get their dogs tested for blood type and to
register as donors to save the lives of other dogs facing medical emergencies.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :31

Schools are getting grants to address school violence. The funding is
designated to help educate and train students and staff. Some of the money
will be spent on metal detectors, locks and lighting.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :30

The Texas house speaker won’t face criminal charges for offering media
credentials for campaign help. The district attorney says there is not enough
evidence to warrant criminal prosecution. He faced an investigation after
recordings were leaked in which he sought help ousting members of his own
party.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10/25/2019 12pm 1:45
Overnight storms cause the roof to collapse and a pipe to burst at Travis Park
Church. Luckily, no one was inside the building.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:35
About 50,000 people urged to evacuate because of four wildfires in California.
The biggest one is near LA and is only 5% contained.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :14

A dramatic rescue played out in the rain  on a via bus.  As many as 10 people
were on the bus  when the driver went into high water and got stuck. The water
was as deep as 3 feet - but quickly rose higher because of the heavy rain.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:58

We've got a bird's eye view of the damage last night's rain caused to the roof of
Travis Park church. While it looks relatively small -- we've learned the roof
collapse caused damage and flooding to the entire church. Only security
guards were inside at the time.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :22

Tomorrow the DEA and HEB want your unused prescription drugs. Several
area HEBs will be disposal sites tomorrow. You can take any unused
prescription drugs to them.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 2:23
Airport security is where travelers line up and empty their pockets. But beefore
Gary Wright moves

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:09

We're looking into an email that orginated from the San Antonio Police
Department about staffing changes that would go into effect next week.
Multiple law enforcement sources from SAPD and the police union confirmed
the email today. The Police Union President says the email is absurd and he
initally thought it was a joke.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

A man is charged with possession after deputies say they found meth in his
car. Officials with the Atascosa County Sheriff's Office say they pulled over a
man Tuesday morning and smelled marijuana. They say 33-year-old Jose
Alfredo Martinez admitted he had been smoking it.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :12

Week one of early voting is in the books. We haven't gotten the numbers from
today. But in the first four days of voting more than 13 hundred people cast
their vote.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :14

The Trump administration is banning U.S. commercial flights to Cuba. It affects
all cities, except for the capital of Havana. The reason is to prevent tourism, but
it's not clear how many people take the flights for tourism.



Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :13

Walmart wants you to leave the meal prep to them. After testing meal kits in
select stores, the retailer is bringing new single-serve meals to more than
2,000 stores this week. They'll be available in their deli for $6.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19

A recall alert has been issued for heartburn medications sold nationwide. It
affects different brand names by Dr. Reddy's Laboratories. Recent testing
found samples with an ingredient that could potentially cause cancer.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :27

A church is closed after the roof collapsed during a storm. The building is
flooded after the sprinkler burst in addition to heavy rain. Prayer service is still
planned just in the plaza outside the building.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :19

The city is offering a safe way to dispose of unused prescription drugs. People
can drop them off at any area grocery stores in designated bins. The program
is also accepting vaping products in light of a health investigation into the
product by the CDC.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:35

A 16-year old student at John Marshall High School jumped into action when
her classmate began having a seizure. Thanks to her lifeguarding summer job,
she says she knew what to do. Her parents are urging other parents to make
sure their young kids have the training.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :30

The Converse Fire Department is going above and beyond to help neighbors in
need. Through its program called "Citizen Firefighters" -- volunteers are
helping families make much-needed repairs so they can be up to code.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Evacuation orders have been announced for another 50,000 people in two
California cities. It's happening as firefighter are working desperately to contain
the Kincade Fire, near Sacramento.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :25
Police say a woman attacked the man she's dating -- with a knife. We're told it
was all because he refused to buy drugs for her.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

Police are looking for a shooter -- after a drive-by shooting on the southside
sends a man to the hospital in critical condition. This happened at the
Riverside Apartments near East Southcross.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :25

Boerne police and fire will hold training tomorrow morning. They expect a
number of emergency vehicles to be on the streets and want to be sure
residents aren't alarmed.

Health News 4 WOAI :34

Families from across the city came out to Aggie Park on the north side for an
event called Wellness 4 Warriors. Some traveled hundreds of miles just to be
here.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/27/2019 5pm :35

A local woman is charged with child abandonment. She's accused of leaving
her sleeping daughter in a hospital waiting room -- and not coming back for
her.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 4:32
The leader of ISIS is dead. We provided expanded coverage from several
angles to help viewers see all the facts.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
Firefighters believe a water heater may have caused a house fire. The fire left
behind about $30,000 in damage.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :25
A 19-year-old man accused of car-jacking another man and stealing his phone
-- is now charged with aggravated robbery. The victim ran off and called 911.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
Two people are facing charges after this rollover crash -- on the southside. It
happened just within the past hour.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
Two people are facing charges after this rollover crashed on the south side. It
happened just within the past hour.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/28/2019 12pm :17

A Selma man has been arrested for killing his wife. Selma police say 50-year-
old James Rigsby was driving a Ford F-150 that hit his wife. She succumbed to
her injuries. Rigsby is charged with murder.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Lyft is rolling out a new initative to help you land that job. They're offering riders
free or discounted rides to job interviews and for the first three weeks of
employment. It'll be available in more than 35-markets.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Rescuers in England are working to save a man stuck inside a 290-foot
industrial chimney. He's handing upside down and has been for more than 12
hours. A cherry picker and a helicopter have been brought in to help.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:15

We’ve got new information on what is now officially a murder investigation in
Selma. A man is facing charges for running over and killing his wife in front of
their home but did he do it on purpose? Selma police have arrested her
husband -- but family members say it was nothing more than a tragic accident.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :18

The heach coach at Warren High School has been placed on leave. He's
accused of injuring a student. We're told something happened last week and
the student was injured.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :28

Obesity now affects one in five kids in the US. So doctors are recommending
weight loss surgery for children and teens. The American Academy of
Pediatrics is issuing the new guidelines.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :40

We have surveillance video from Sam Corner Food Mart. It's of an armed
robbery. You can see two men run in, one grab an employee and point a gun
at the person behind the counter.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :17

Police tell us they made an arrest in a murder case from 2017 last Friday.
Antonio Rene Perez was arrested on a murder charge. Police say he shot and
killed Mark Rios back in 2017.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:17

Right now people are voting on 10 amendments to the state constitution in
early voting. You vote could add much needed resources to repair aging state
parks and spruce up parks in your neighborhood. Proposition 5 could add a lot
more money to our state parks.

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 6:30pm NO SHOW - HOMELESS DOCUMENTARY AIRED ON THIS DAY INSTEAD



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :34

A former deputy is arrested for alleged improprieties while he worked at the
sheriff's office. He is charged with official oppression and is accused of
subjecting a woman to unwanted sexual advances and of forcing her to obtain
drugs for him.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :32

There is a shortage of flu shots at Brooke Army Medical Center. The hospital
provides more than 50 thousand vaccinations each year and officials say they
haven't received this year's full allotment of vaccinations because of a
shipment delay. Staff members are giving out the **partial delivery.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :36

The former management company for La Cantera Resort will pay more than 2-
and-a-half million dollars to the complainants who claim there was an
unspoken rule to not speak Spanish. Employees came forward last year to say
they were punished when they did. Management at the resort says several
employees, who are among the plaintiffs in the lawsuit, remain employed at the
resort and still work in that same department.

Health News 4 WOAI 10/29/2019 12pm :26

St. Luke's Baptist is holding a session today to teach people what the signs
and symptoms of a stroke are. It's to help loved ones who may experience a
stroke.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

A police officer in denton is in critical condition after being shot overnight during
a traffic stop. A man and a woman inside the car were eventually arrested by
carrollton police after a short chase.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :37
The zoo held a ribbon cutting for their brand new parking garage today. It will
add 600 additional spots and is free for visitors.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :14
An arrest in a the murder of a 77-year-old man. 20-year-old bryan bautista is
charged with killing jose rodriguez. Jose was shot outside a gas station.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :21
Want to get the latest now on Impeachment Process. Today's witness, listened
in on the call. He says he warned highers up's twice about concerns.

Health News 4 WOAI :15

Yogurt could help you avoid cancer. Reserachers suggesting a cup a day
could reduce your risk for lung cancer. You should also team it up with high
fiber.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:29

A man is caught on camera taking several items from a backyard on the
northeast side. The pictures were taken about a week ago on Hartline Drive
just off Austin Highway. The area is a hot spot for thieves.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :25

There is a recall for more than 53 thousand school buses. Tonight we've found
some Southside ISD buses are affected. The recall affects buses builty by
Thomas Built Buses.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Vice President Mike Pence is on the way back to Washington DC after vising
Texas. His first stop was at Fort Hood. He watched a training exercise and
participated in a roundtable on veteran transition.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :19

More than 2,300 cases of apples made by North Bay Produce are under recall.
The apples could be contaminated with listeria. They were shipped to several
states including Texas.



Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :13

Amazon Prime memberes are getting another perk. The online retailer is
making its Amazon Fresh service free for prime members. Members currently
have to pay a monthly $15 fee.

Religion News 4 WOAI :23

Services are underway for the late Bexar County Deputy Alfonso Tre Machado.
A viewing has been going on all day at Mission Park South. Machado's
funderal will be held tomorrow morning at Community Bible Church and he will
be buried with full honors.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :18

A woman in her 30's was crossing the street when she was hit by a car. Police
say the area was dark and the driver tells them he did not see the victim. The
driver will likely not face any charges.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:22

A school bus veers out of control with the driver behind the wheel,
unconscious. All of the students are okay and the driver remains in the
hospital. A student stopped the barreling bus as it jumped the curb and was
headed toward a house.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:47

A woman says she was almost hit by a via bus as the driver ran a red light.
She says the bus never attempted to stop. VIA says it doesn’t have a way to
track the total number of driver citations for running red lights because the
tickets are issued directly to the drivers in most cases and they self-report.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10/30/2019 12pm 1:45

A soldier from Boerne is set to receive the Medal of Honor from President
Trump today. He enlisted in the Army in 2005.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :29

The text of the resolution laying out the impeachment inquiry procedure is out
ahead of a vote later this week. It allows for open intelligence committee
hearings, and the minority can request witnesses and introduce evidence with
agreement from the democrats.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:40

A new fire has sparked near the Reagan Presidential Library in California. A
neighborhood is already being evacuated.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :16

A man was shot in the leg this afternoon. It happened on the city's northeast
side. Police tell us the man was meeting osme people to sell some shoes and
one of them shot him.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :32

One of the biggest fraud schemes is targeting members of our military. One of
the suspects has made a deal in the federal case. 38-year-old Fredrick Brown
was a former civilian medical records admin for the Army.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI :11

The interest rate is going to be cut again. This is the third time since July. This
determines lending rates for things like homes or car loans.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:20

As many families prepare for Halloweeen -- so is Bexar County's Adult
Probation Department. Tomorrow night will mark the 10th anniversary of
project Save Halloween. The county keeps some of the four thosuand
registered sex offenders in our area off the streets on Halloween.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI 2:16

A woman with severe heart problems was told by her doctor to go to the
emergency room. But when the 45 thosuand dollar hospital bill arrived -- her
insurance denied payment. Sometimes insurance companies and the hospital
can't agree on whether something was an emergency and the patient is caught
in the middle.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :15

We have new video into our newsroom that shows mother nature's power. This
is out of the Fort Worth area where a bolt of lightning hit the concrete and
caused a massive 15-foot wide hole. Fire officials say no one was injured but
chunks of concrete was strewn across the parking lot.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :22

A new report shows sutdnets in the U.S. are struggling when it comes to
reading. That's according to new results by the National Assessment of
Educational Purposes. The average reading score for 4th and 8th grade
students dropped between 2017 and 2019.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Johnson and Johnson says new tests show their baby powder with no traces of
asbestos. The company recalled 33,000 bottles of its talcum powder earlier this
month, after testing by the FDA did find trace amounts in a single bottle.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI :14

Twitter will stop accepting political ads. Twitter's CEO says political message
reach should be earned, not bought. Twitter will stop allowing the ads on its
platform globablly starting on November 22.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:33

A daughter is desperate to find her father's ashes after they were stolen in a
home break-in last night. She's asking the public to keep an eye out at pawn
shops and Facebook sale groups for the bracelet they were kept in. They were
part of her father's final requests before he died from bone cancer when she
was 24 years old.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :35

Lights at the frost tower and Wyndham Riverwalk are turning yellow. The effort
is to support the young cancer patients inside the children's hospital. One of
the teenage patient’s is battling cancer for a third time. His family says they
can't visit angel due to risk of infection but they wanted to send a message of
support with the lights.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 1:10

A single mother of three is the lucky winner out of a pool of thousands of
applicants for a new car. The local non-profit works to help single parents by
providing reliable transportation at no cost to them. This year's winner says
having her own car will make providing for her family a whole lot easier.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10/31/2019 12pm :19

We're learning more about the getaway car being used for a shooting on the
south west side. Police were called out to an apartment complex on southwest
loop 410. The victim is 18 years old and was rushed to critical condition.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:40

A young man who allegedly confessed to killing his mother is taking a plea
deal. Police say Matthew Dempsey along with another man beat his mother
with baseball bats and cut her throat. Right now there's no telling if the judge
will accept the plea agreement.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

We're learning new details on a shooting that was initially thought to have
started over some shoes. We now know the shooting started through a drug
deal. The victim is still recovering.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:21

A family is left without questions. A young man is headed to prison for violently
killing his mother. 18-year-old Mathew Dempsey took a plea deal this afternoon
to spend 42 years in prison for killing Mary Helen Dempsey.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

Still no arrests have been made in connection with a shooting that left two
people dead this morning. Witnesses reported hearing gunfire early this
morning along Mel Waiters Way near East Commerce. When police got there --
they found two bodies inside an SUV.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 2:02

Now to new information that could have a huge impact on the future of UTSA
football. The NCAA wants to know how many people are actually showing up
to the games. We asked UTSA thorugh an open records request for its paid
and actually attendance over the past three seasons.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:29

Some changes are already taking place at the Bexar County Jail. A new
administrator was annnounced today. The Sheriff believes the newest deputy
chief is the right pick for the job.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:12

Virtual assistants, streaming devices and media players are popular because
they make our lives a little easier. But before you can put those devices to use
-- you have to activate them. To start you usually go online and search how to
set them up.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Tomorrow is the last day for early voting. As of yesterday a little less than 30
thousand people have voted in Bexar County. On the ballot -- 10 constitutional
amendments.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :19

Ceramic mugs given away as promotional items at meetings and events
nationwide are under recall. The mugs can crack or break when hot liquid is
poured in. Contact the manufacturer for a free replacement.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Pilots with diabetes will be allowed to fly commercial planes. That's according
to an official with the Department of Transpotation, who says the FAA will
announce the new protocol as early as next week. It will let pilots with insulin-
treated diabetes apply for a first-or-second class medical certificate.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Liquidation sales start tomorrow at all remaining Dressbarn locations. The
clothing store is going out of business and closing 650 stores. Gift cards and
merchanside credits will be honored through the sale.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :24

Two people are killed on the eastside of town. We looked into the number of
emergency call to that area in the last six months. Those included calls for
more than two dozen thefts , eight burglaries and four assaults.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :25

A little less than 30,000 people have voted in Bexar County. Ten state
constitutional amendments are on the ballot. The issues include income tax,
funding for flood infrastructure and service animal adoptions.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 2:38

A loophole in the law means that millions of people who have medical devices
in their body could face an impossible legal battle if there's a defect. Most
devices like breast implants, heart valves and even some contact lenses are
classified in particular group because of the potential risks.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 11/1/2019 12pm 1:30

The so-called Angel of Death is back in court, asking for some of her property
to be returned. She asked for her bible,  hadnwritten notes, which could be
important to her case. The judge declined her request.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :26

Julian Castro has reached his goal, reaching 800K dollars in 10 days. As for
the debates, he has not yet qualified for the next debate based on polling
numbers.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :27

McDonald's is turning 40 and celebrating by bringing back some beloved
happy meal toys. That includes Space Jame Bugs Bunny, Furby and My Little
Pony.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :12

Breaking News, Beto O'Rourke has dropped out of the Presidential race. The
former El Paso Congressman making his announcement in the last 20
minutes.

Crime News 4 WOAI 1:21

We've got an update in the case against a killer nurse. Genene Jones is back
in court. She wants her Bible back, but prosecutors argue they need it for
evidence.

Health News 4 WOAI :40
The City of San Antonio is approving a plan to fight TB. I will cost about 200-
thousand dollars.  TB is spread through the air.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:51

New York City is sending thousands of its homeless to other parts of the
country including right here in San Antonio. San Antonio has spent a lot of time
and attention on the homeless problem in recent months. Now New York City
is going to add to the stress level.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :27

A former Texas State University student is behind bars suspected in two
sexual assault cases. According to arrest records 18-year-old Daniel James
Deluca is suspected in two sexual assaults at campus housing. The first
assault happened in August.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 3:03

Job hunting is rarely an easy task. But some in our community struggle more
than other to find a position. The downtown Women's Center helps women
overcome addiction and homelessness.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

Nestle Toll House is recaling varieties of ready-to-bake refrigerated cookie
dough bars, tubs and chubs. They have batch codes of 91-89 through 92-95.
There's concerns of pieces of rubber in the cookie dough.



Health News 4 WOAI :18

More adults are being diagnosed with ADHD. Researchers found the rates of
adults being diagnosed with ADHD, more than doubled between 2007 and
2016. White aduls and those with another mental health disorder were more
likely to receive an ADHD diagnosis.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

An app popular with American teens and young adults is under review by the
U.S. The government has opened a national security inquiry into the China-
owned video app, TikTok. It comes amid concerns about censorship and data
collection on TikTok.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:03

The owners of two golden retrievers claim the dogs were lost because of a
popular dog-sitting app. They say the sitter dropped the leashes and allowed
the pets to run off. They are warning people to read the policies of an app first.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :42

The family and friends of man accused of being the shooter at an off-campus
homecoming party is coming to his defense. Two 23-year-old men  were
killedand six others shot. The suspect has no prior criminal history and some of
the people closest to him say they're shocked and that he didn’t do it.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 2:38

If you have a serious complication with a medical device, suing the company
that made it isn't really an option. Devices go through a long approval process
and have to demonstrate to the FDA their products are safe and effective
before they hit the market. Once they are approved they're typically protected
from lawsuits by something called FDA preemption.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :20
A lot of smoke form this fire at a metal recycling plant. Crews were called here
to Frio City Road and General Hudnell just after 10 last night.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Police say a woman grabbed her boyfriend's young daughter by the hair during
an argument and threw her to the ground. Police say that woman, 26-year-old
Ruby Guevara, is now charged with injury to a child.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :50

It was a historic day for University Health System and Bexar County today.
University Hospital just broke ground on its new Women's and Children's
Hospital.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:59

An inmate at the Bexar County jail is in a medically-induced coma tonight.
Sheriff Javier Salazar says Rondell Peterson, a human trafficking and
aggravated assault suspect, tried to kill himself inside his jail cell.

Religion News 4 WOAI :40

We've learned Devin Kelly, the accused shooter in the chuch massacre in
Sutherland Springs, tried to buy an assault rifle back in 2015, but was denied
the sale. His widow, in a deposition, says he went to an Academy Sports &
Outdoors location and was able to make the purchase.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :30

Two bodies found on Padre Island have now been identified as a missing
couple from New Hampshire. The bodies of 48-year-old James Butler and 46-
year-old Michelle Butler were found together in a shallow grave.



Health News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:09

Suicide remains one of the leading causes of death among Americans. In
Texas, it's estimated a person dies by suicide every 2 hours. Today, a walk on
the city's west side -- is hoping to do something to drive down those numbers.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Investigators are trying to figure out what caused this fire at a salvage yard on
the southwest side. Crews showed up to find two cars engulfed in flames, here
at Alamo City Salvage on Somerset Road.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :50

Police in New Braunfels are offering up to $4K in exchange for help finding a
man who pulled out a gun and fired through a wall inside a restaurant there. It
happened at the Buffalo Wild Wings off I-35 N last night.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :15
Former president, Jimmy Carter, is now back at church and teaching Sunday
school. It's been less than two weeks since Carter broke his pelvis in a fall.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Today marks exactly one year until the 2020 presidential election. A growing
number of Americans are feeling both anxious and frustrated ahead of 2020 --
according to a new poll.

Health News 4 WOAI :53
There's a new warning tonight on a deadly salmonella outbreak. The CDC is
investigating, but they don't yet know what exactly is causing the outbreak.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 11/4/2019 12pm :23

A molotov cocktail may have caused a fire to start at an office building  on the
northside. Arson was called out to investigate after firefighters say smoke was
coming from the first floor, they believe someone threw something into the
building.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :28

A new warning on a deadly ground beef salmonella outbreak. The CDC is
investigating, but they don't yet know what exactly is causing the outbreak. The
agency also says the illnesses are more severe than expected. At least 10
people in six states including Texas  have been infected.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00
Ground breaking on a new Toyota plant in the town of Cibolo, Texas. The $400
million plant is expected to bring in 900 new jobs to the community

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :22
A man leads police on a chase and dies. He was going more than 100 miles
per hour. He crashed killing himself and his 14 year old daughter.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :11
Election day is tomorrow. This is a constitutional election. Only about 40,000
voted in the early voting.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :13
Trump has lost an appeal. He was hoping to keep his tax returns away from a
grand jury. He may have to give them up.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :32

We have new details tonight on funeral arrangements for Andreen McDonald.
Her family will gather to celebrate her life on Saturday December 7th here in
San antonio. Services will be held at the Sunset Memorial Park and Funeral
Home.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Police in Kerrville are asking for your help to find two people wanted in
connection with a theft. Police say they're searching for a man and woman.
They say the two are persons of interest in a theft that ahppened at the
Walmart.



Consumer/Financial
Issues News 4 WOAI "20

Austin ranks as the best city in Texas for military veterans. The website
WalletHub looked at the best places for military veterans to live. They looked at
different factors like military skill related jobs, lowest veteran unemployment
rates and more.

Health News 4 WOAI 11/4/2019 6:30pm :29

A downtown hospital wants to help reduce the rates of two viruses through a
new policy. Metropolitan Methodist Hospital will begin testing emergency room
patients for HIV and Hepatitis-C. The screenings will happen for ER patients
ages 16-65, but patients can opt-out if they want.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :34

SAISD held their 5th annual Food Extravaganza. Middle and high school
students got to taste test new items that could be added to their cafeteria menu
next school year. Students got to try pickle-flavored chicken nuggets, breakfast
sandwiches, hummus and empanadas.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :14

A recall alert has been issued for more than 100 vegetable products. It affects
some varities of H-E-B, Del Monte, Trader Joe's and Mann's. There's concerns
of possible listeria contamination.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:27

Drivers say nails and sharp debris are all over the roadway from area
construction projects. They say the city needs to take action because it is
costing drivers hundreds of dollars in new tires.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:45

Residents are complaining about street racing in their neighborhood. They say
it is causing loud noises and also is a safety hazard. Lawmakers are aware of
the issue and are working with police to crackdown on the issue.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:10

Planning and Zoning Commission is looking into a proposal from a company to
open a second migrant shelter. The company already has one location and
would use a vacant building to start its second shelter.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 11/5/2019 12pm 2:00

The search is over for a missing 2-year-old girl  who was allegedly abducted
and possibly injured by her father.  The Bexar County Sheriff's Office says they
found Jaya and Johnny Trevino around 9:00 AM. They say the 33-year old
took his daughter from his estranged wife's house last night.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19
Today is a special election on constitutional amendments. More than 4,200
people have already done early voting.

Health News 4 WOAI :24
25% of teenage high school students vape. The latest research shows that
10% of middle school students vape as well.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :24
A man is in jail for attacking his girlfriend. He allegedly hit her and then tried to
choke her. He then kicked her infant.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :18
You can still vote. Election offices open until 7pm. Several texas constitutional
amendments are on the ballot.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:30
9 people were killed in a cartel ambush in mexico. 3 women and 6 kids all
killed. Several kids were able to escape.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:24

We're learning more about the search for a man accused of sexual assault.
Deputies are looking for 34-year-old Raul Casas Campos. Deputies say the
victim was putting her kids on a school bus yesterday morning.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :17

San Antonio Police are asking for your help to find a suspected porch pirate.
Police say they are looking for a woman. Officers believe she may be hanging
out on the city's east side.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :41

Selling yourself online is happening more often than you might think on social
media you and your kids use every day. People are offering pictures or videos
of their bodies for cash on Snapchat, Instagram and Twitter. They're also
offering so-called real boyfriend girlfriend interaction experience.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

The FCC has approved a merger between T-Mobile and Sprint. The deal
combines the nation's 3rd and 4th largest wireless carriers. The merger is not
final yet, as several states are trying to block it in court.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :15

CVS and UPS have completed the first successful drone delivery of a
prescription medicine. The first was to a customer's home in North Carolina,
followed by another delivery to a nearby retirement community.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :43

The Bexar County Elections Department says they will break voter turnout
numbers from 2-years ago. In 2017, the total turnout was 38,000. They're
expecting to hit about 80,000 when the totals come in tonight.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:17

A young university lacrosse coach is shot and killed at a college party. The trial
for the suspect is beginning to start after seven years.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:32

Some people are using social media to make some quick cash through online
sales. Users on apps like Snapchat are selling pictures and videos of
themselves to feed interests or fetishes. Some officials are warning of the
potential dangers.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 2:00

A cartel just over the Mexican border kills several sets of family members that
were part of a Mormon community in the region. The group was traveling to a
wedding and on vacation when they were ambushed. Their cars were found
shot up and burned.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 11/6/2019 12pm 1:30

A man from our area is expected to find out the verdict in his Federal fraud
case this afternoon. A judge is set to hand down the verdict in the case against
Brad Croft at 1:30 P.M. today.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:45

Investigators have a suspect in custody in connection to the murders of nine
members ambushed in Mexico. Officials think cartel gunmen mistook the
vehicle they were traveling in.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

More high-profile members of the trump administration being asked to testify
as part of the ongoing impeachment inquiry. Among those on the request list:
energy secretary Rick Perry, acting white house chief of staff Mick Mulvaney
and under secretary of state for political affairs David Hale.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:03
Police arrest a 15 and 14 year old. They two were caught in a stolen car. They
are both runaways.

Crime News 4 WOAI 2:07
A San Antonio business man is headed to federal prison. Croft was convicted
of defrauding the VA. He will be sentenced later.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :28
Now to the latest on the Impeachment. Public hearings underway. 3 people are
set to publicly testify next week.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:52

A recent article from the Washington Post shows there are 49 thosuand vacant
positions at VA Hospitals across the country. Tony Roman says it's a lot better
now especially with a voucher program. It makes it so patients get seen under
the VA mandate of less than 30 years.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :19

A man is facing a theft charge after police say he stole a car. Police arrested
Mikkolas Contreras. Officers say Contreras took a car from an elderly person
and tried to run into a hotel room.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:40

Officials say drive-by shootins have become all-too common in San Antonio
over the years. 17 shell casings were found last night after shots were fired at
a home on the city's far west side. It didn’t come as a surprise to people who
live nearby.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

The Bandera Marshal's Office wants to find two men burglarizing coin operated
machines at the Bandera Wash Tub. It happened back on October 23. The
Marshal's Office says it caused thousands of dollars in damages.

Health News 4 WOAI :29

A new strain of the HIV virus has been discovered for the first time in nearly 20
years. Researchers identified the new subtype known as the L Strain. It's likely
circulating in the Democratic Republic of Congo.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :48

New testimony on Capitol Hill on how veterans and the elderly are being
scammed out of millions of dollars. A district attorney told the Senate Aging
Committee that victims often lose everything. The committee suggests more
effort by the VA to protect veterans and creating a national data base to help
bring fraud cases to justice.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:44

The city is hit with severe storms causing some area roads to flood. A public
bus driver is caught on surveillance video driving directly into a flooded street
and getting the bus stuck. Riders share concerns about the driver's decision
making given the weather conditions.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:55

A police chase ends with the death of a man and his young daughter. Family
members are coming together for a vigil. The police speak on the case and the
details of the accident.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :34

A mother orders a cake for her young daughter but it doesn't turn out anything
like it was supposed to. She says the design ruined her child's party. She says
the unicorn cake had a crooked horn and was clearly not handled with care.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 11/7/2019 12pm 1:50

A 62-year-old driver of a big rig was killed when his truck plunged off the
overpass on I-10 near Frio St. It stemmed from a minor accident on the
Finesilver Curve around 7:00 AM.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

Both the San Antonio Police Department along with the Bexar County sheriff's
Office are investigating a deadly shooting on San Antonio's southwest side.
Authorities say  the man that officers killed was a suspect in an aggravated
sexual assault.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 3:30

A big cold front is making it's way through the San Antonio area today, bringing
rain and cold conditions. Expect more rain off and on today and tomorrow, with
a bigger system expected next week.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :25

This was the scene on Ray Ellison. An officer involved shooting here. Police
were watching a wanted sexual assault suspect. He pulled out a gun so they
shot him.

Crime News 4 WOAI :19
Funerals have begun for 9 people killed in an ambush in Mexico. 3 women and
6 children were all killed by cartel members. Their funeral s were today.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

President Trump has been ordered to pay 2 million dollars. This is part of an
agreement to settle a claim that he misused his charity. He also has to shut the
foundation down.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:36

City leaders are moving forward with a plan to reduce the total number of
scooter and limit the number of companies. Starting next week the city will take
steps to limit the number of scooter companies that can operate in San
Antonio. City staff is recommending Lyft, Liem and Razor to stay in town.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:02

More than 3,000 people died on Texas roadways in 2018. So TXDOT is
stepping up to help end the streak. November 7th marks the 19th anniversary
of the last time we had a non fatality.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:42
More good news for San Antonio's south side. Another new project was added
today. Affordable housing is coming to a much-needed part of the city.

Health News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12

The number of lung injuries related to vaping has passed 2,000 cases. It now
stands at 2,051 with cases being reported in 49 states. Thirty-nine deaths have
also been confirmed related to vaping.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Mill Stream Corp is voluntarily recalling cold smoked salmon for fear of
possible botulism. The products were sold from March through September. So
far, there have been no reported illnesses.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Juul is dropping one of its flavors. The e-cigarette company will stop selling its
mint flavor, after medical studies find mint is a favorite among high school
students. Juul is now selling only tobacco and menthol flavors.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:20

City leaders are considering purchasing mobile showers. They believe the
units would help the homeless population but some residents think the money
would be better invested elsewhere to help the homeless get on their feet.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :37

A man claims he was sleepwalking when he killed his wife of 35 years. The
defense team says prescription drugs are to blame. Prosecutors say sleep
experts believe otherwise.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI 5:00

A new mother says doctors told her her newborn tested positive for HIV. They
wanted to place the child on emergency doses of prescription medication to
fight the virus. The new parents fought the doctors disagnosis believing the
tests were wrong. The test turned out to be a false positive.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 11/8/2019 12pm :23

The Texas Department of Transportation  has lanched a campaign called
#endthestreaktx, to help remind drivers how we can all stay safe on the roads.
Officials with TX-DOT say it has been nineteen years since the last time there
was day with a non-deadly crash in Texas.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :29

Officials here in San Antonio are starting to get complaints about a scam that
uses facebook to look for it's next victim. People seem to be paying for a booth
for an event, and then the event never happens.

Health News 4 WOAI :21

Nearly 90-percent of people who think they have a penicillin allergy don't.
Doctors say many people outgrow a childhood allergy to the antibiotic and
some never had it in the first place.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :40
We've now confirmed the identity of a man shot by police this week. He was
wanted for kidnapping and raping a woman. He was eventually tracked down.

Consumer News 4 WOAI :21
Get any weird texts overnight? There was a computer glitch with a bunch of
carriers. It sent old text messages from Valentine's day out last night

Crime News 4 WOAI :21
Crime Stoppers needs your help finding a killer. They need to know who killed
Oscar Alan Thompson. He was killed on November 9th.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :25

The Bexar County Courthouse is celebrating the graduation of 11 parents from
its Early Childhood Court. At one point, parents in the program lost custody of
their young children. Thanks to this program, they've been connected with
resources to work to get their children back into their custody.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :25

If you've got furniture or other bulk items you want to get rid of -- you're in luck!
Tomorrow is free landfill day.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20
A tanker truck crash and explosion north of Dallas left 3 people dead. Three
others were also hurt.

Health News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

A possible breakthrough into what's causing lung injuries related to vaping.
The CDC took fluid samples from patients. Vitamin E Acetate was found in all
of them. This, in combination with THC, could be to blame for the injuries.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :09

Three counties have lifted their burn bands. They are Bandera County,
Gillepsie County and Hays County. No burning is allowed before daylight or an
hour before dark.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :13

Santikos Entertainment is offering free movie tickets for active and retired
military. The offer is good for Veteran's Day only and can be redeemed at any
Santikos theater location.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :32

Animal Care Services are looking into a possible case of neglect. A man says
his neighbor's dogs are chained up and malnourished.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :37

A suspect is killed in an officer-involved shooting out a Walmart. Police say the
man was a suspect in a kidnapping and sexual assault case. They say officers
were moving in on him when he pulled a gun on them.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

A substitute teacher is out a job after fighting a student. The incident was
caught on camera. The student is in the hospital and the teacher is facing
charges.

Religion News 4 WOAI 11/9/2019 5pm :25

Ahead of Veterans Day, there are several local events honoring our nation's
veterans. One of them marched right in front of Grace Lutheran Church
downtown.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :35
A new fire station is now open in Schertz. Today, the city and its fire
department held this grand opening celebration.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20

A pedestrian is in critical condition tonight --a fter he was hit while crossing the
street on the west side. This was the scene around midnight here along West
Commerce and N. General McMullen.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :15
Investigators believe an electrical issue caused this fire on the west side. The
flames broke out around 7 tonight at a home on Elmer.

Health News 4 WOAI :45

San Antonio's first lady is helping to launch a new public service campaign on
awareness with Diabetes. Erika Prosper Nirenberg shared that she is also
prediabetic.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:00
A man was shot in the parking lot of a shopping center on Southeast Military.
Our reporter shared the latest from police at the scene.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 11/10/2019 5pm 2:03

There are serious allegations being made against SAHA. People are accusing
the agency of racism. SAHA responded, saying it takes these allegations very
seriously.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :20
A local man is facing an animal cruelty charge. Police say he threw his
mother's small dog several feet after she refused to let him bring a girl over.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :15

A gruesome discovery was made at a golf cause in San Francisco, California.
Police say a dead body was found -- and that it could be that of an infant or
young child.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :20
Tonight a man is in the hospital after he was shot in front of his own home.
This happened on Shemya Avenue just within the past few hours.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :49

Even just your phone number alone -- could open you up to a lot of your
information being shared. People can track your address, your shopping
habits, and even where you bank.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20

People lined up outside the Supreme Court today -- ahead of Tuesday's oral
arguments over Preisdent Trump's decision to end the DACA program. The
program protects young undocumented immigrants from deportation.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 11/11/2019 12pm 2:00

An artic blast is anticipated to make way this afternoon. Although it's expected
to come in several hours, it's already making some problems for Veteran's Day
celebrations. One Motorcade had to cancel their ride because of dangerous
weather conditions.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :45

A Bexar County inmate died earlier this morning. The Bexar County Sheriff's
Office issued an offical statement, they said a 72-year-old man in for Indecency
with a Child suffered a medical epsiode. Detention officers unsuccessfully tried
to perform life saving procedures.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :27

Several local events around our area to honor Veterans Day including the
American Legion Post 828 honoring World War II. Special recognition will be
given to veterans for their time of service.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :14
An inmate has died in custody. He was 72 years old. He was in jail for
indecency with a child. It's believed he died after a medical episode.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 2:58
Stopping the cycle of abuse. We will show you how the family court is helping
stop abuse. We will also introduce you to a family graduating from family court.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :16
The latest lawsuit from Trump has been dismissed. He is trying to block his tax
returns from going public. The judge said his court was the wrong jurisdiction.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:41

Dozens of construction crews working on the new CPS Energy Headquarters
downtown are claiming they haven't gotten a paycheck in weeks. We got a
statement from CPS Energy late this afternoon. It says they've made all their
payments to the contractor Sundt so far for this project.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

A man accused of sexually assaulting a teen girl is behind bars. 33-year-old
Jesus Rocha-Alvarez was arrested by Hays County Sheriff's Deputies.
Deputies say his car was tracked down to a home in Buda -- but that a friend
drove him to Austin.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :17

The father of a Fort Worth woman who was shot and killed by police has died.
Marquis Jefferson died over the weekend. His family says he went into cardiac
arest and sccumbed to what they call a broken heart.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

Rain turning into ice on roadways and bridges are a major concern for TxDOT.
Their crews will be treating all major interchanges for highways in San Antonio,
as well as bridges throughout the Hill Country to prevent black ice.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Weight Watchers is launching new food programs. The company, now known
as WW, is unveiling 3 customized plans. They aim to give more choices to
hopefully result in less hunger.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :28

Boeing is laying out steps they say need to happen before passengers can fly
aboard its 737 Max jets again. Boeing still needs to show changes it's making
on the plane to safety regulators during one or more certification flights. It must
also finish updating pilot-training requirements.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:40

A resident is fighting his homeowner's association and he is earnign the
support of his neighbors after the association asked him to remove his
Christmas decorations. The entire block is putting up lights and decorations to
defy the HOA.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI :13

Former President Carter is being treated in the hospital because of pressure in
his brain. The condition is caused by bleeding due to a number of falls. He will
undergo surgery.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 3:01

A high number of military veterans suffer from depression and often times
follow through with suicide. Experts say those deaths are linked to brain
injuries.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 11/12/2019 12pm :26
Four people in the hospital after suffering burns during a house fire on
Tradewind Dr. The home was destroyed because of the fire.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Gonzaba Medical Group and Salvation Army coming together to help the
homeless in the cold weather. They will have a mobile feeding unit that will be
giving out hot soup, cocoa, blankets and other items.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

The icy weather is to blame for more than 20 crashes and several road
closures. TXDOT said the bridges were treated with a mixture that should have
prevented that

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI  5pm :56
CPS energy is warning about scammers using their good name. Scammers
demanding payment. So if you get a call demanding payment it isn't them.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :30
Two women are in the hospital after a knife fight. Police tell us they were
arguing over living arrangements. Police said there was blood everywhere.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Disney Plus is online, but it wasn't a perfect launch. They streaming servfice
went live today, but people couldn't get online. The service eveutally got the
kinks worked out.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:26

The cold weather may have played a role in a house fire. It destroyed a home
in Windcrest. Tonight investigators from the Bexar County Fire Marshal's Office
are still trying to figure out what started it.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

Police in Cibolo need your help identifying this person. Police say they want to
ask this person questions related to a vehicle burglary. Tyhey say the light-
colored vehicle is also part of the investigation.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :27

A substitute teacher in Kyle has been fired and charged with assault after a
fight was caught on camera. Now the Hays CISD superintendent is saying he
was disgusted when he saw this viral video. The district's superintendent says
Lankford passed a background check.

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 6:30pm NO SHOW - HOMELESS IN SA TOWNHALL AIRED INSTEAD

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:42

A high school band tech is accused of having a sexual relationship with a
student. The band worker was fired but parents say they had no idea and are
upset about how the school handled it.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:23

A young woman dies on a jogging trail. The case is still unsolved and
detectives say the victim  was with two other women at the time of the stabbing
attack. A man once suspected as the attcker was cleared by investigators.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:51

A lawmaker makes a pop up visit to SAHA housing apartments. He says he
saw a number of issues that align with a long list of complaints from residents.
He wants to develop a renters' commission to help solve the issue of renters
being taken advantage of.

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 11/13/2019 12pm NO NEWSCAST  -  NBC Impeachment Hearing

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :20
A man was killed in a crash overnight. This was the scene. We are told the
driver hit a curb and slammed into an suv coming from the other direction.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:51
Some nonprofits want to help the homeless. But they say the city isn't help.
Instead the city is fining them and giving them issues with code compliance.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :11

10 million people have signed up for disney plus. The streaming service went
online yesterday. Despite glitches the subscribers have beat all expectations.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :47
We're now hearing from the father of a missing teen out of Hondo. Eva Garcia
is the subject of an Amber Alert.

Health News 4 WOAI :20

Baby Ja'bari, the boy born in January with no skin, is now heading home. In
video taken by his family today, they show him all snuggled up and getting into
a car.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :40

During its last information session, held today, the city clarified just WHO you
can take time off of work for -- as part of the upcoming sick and safe leave
ordinance. That goes into effect on December 1st.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

Hooey is recalling 6,600 hooded sweatshirts for kids. The drawstrings in the
hood can pose a strangulation hazard. They were sold at Boot Barn,
Cavenders and other western wear apparel stores.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :21

A new study by ZipRecruiter shows some college graduates are regretting their
degrees. The reasons range from limited job opportunities to low pay and job
satisfaction. According to the study, 42% of English majors and 31% of
Education majors regret their field of study the most.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :18

More Americans are traveling for the holidays. The TSA announcing 26.8
million passengers will travel through their checkpoints between November 22
and December 2. That's a 4% increase from last year.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :51

Missing 14-year-old has not been seen for two months. Police are issuing an
Amber Alert believing she may be in danger. The girl left home following an
argument with her father but he says she would never stay away from home
this long.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

A man is found guilty for the shooting death of a 20-year-old man. The case is
finally coming to a close after 7 years. The gunman randomly fired into a crowd
at a fraternity party.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:19

School officials are responding to concerns about freezing temperatures in
classrooms. Students were released early because the heaters are not
working, forcing kids to wear heavy winter clothes indoors to stay warm.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 11/14/2019 12pm 1:15

Police in Hondo are now giving details about a missing 14-year-old girl. The
officals are following a few leads they've received, but had no luck locating Eva
Garcia. We're learning the girl has been known to run away.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :37

There's been a shooting at a high school at Santa Clarita. At least 5 people are
injured, and the suspect is in custody. He's reportedly being treated at a
hospital. There's a press conference for later today.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :48

A nincreasing concern for the San Antonio-are is prompting a recycling
commercial program to step into action. ReWorksSA hosted a panal of
discussion including top community and city officals to talk about the progress
San Antoino made with recycling in recent years.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :45
Police now have a murder suspect in custody. He's charged with the murder of
46-year-old David Colunga, Jr.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:22
A man is dead after police say he was run over during an argument with his
girlfriend. No charges are expected to be filed.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:32
We're learning more tonight about the case of a missing 14-year-old girl out of
Hondo. Our Zack Hedrick spoke with Eva Garcia's father and detectives.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :21

City council has approved a project to build new bike lanes along Avenue B
and North Alamo. The project, which will cost up to $6,000,000 will include two-
way protected bike lanes, landscaping, trees and converting Avenue B into a
one-way.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

A state representative from Eagle Pass is facing drug charges. State troopers
say Alfonso Poncho Nevarez, a Democrat from Eagle Pass, dropped an
envelope filled with cocaine at Austin's Bergstrom Airport.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :21

The United Way needs your help to keep kids warm this winter. The
organization is hosting their Coats for Kids drive now through December 13.
New and gently-sed coats of all sizes are needed for students from Pre-K
through middle school.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :17

Kenmore is recalling their Elite Microwave Ovens. They were sold exclusively
at Sears and Sears Hometown and Outlet stores. Incorrect wiring can cause
the outside of the microwave to reach temperatures of more than 183-degrees,
causing a burn risk.

Health News 4 WOAI :15

A new government report is shedding light on how many U.S. adulss are
lighting up. According to the CDC, roughly 20% of adults say they used
tobacco products last year, but only 13.7% reported smoking cigarettes.

Finacial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Target is adding same-day delivery service to its app. Delivery costs $9.99 per
order, but from this Sunday through the 26th, the fee will be waived on
purchases of at least $75.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI 10pm :23

The city is cutting down on the number of scooter companies in town. Lyft will
be removing their dockless electric scooters from San Antonio. The company
says the decision is apart of a shift in operations.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :22

Former San Antonio mayor and presidential candidate Julian Castro is not on
the list of candidates to participate in the November debate. Castro announced
if he did not make the round, he would remove himself from the race.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :45

A homeless man attacks an elderly couple dining inside a Phoenix Ihop
restaurant. Surveillance footage shows him hitting them with a hot coffee pot
and taking off with some belongings.Before he leaves he sets the kitchen on
fire.

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 11/15/2019 12pm NO NEWSCAST  -  NBC Impeachment Hearing

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:19

Investigators are on the scene of an incident involving 2 planes near the San
Antonio International Airport. A plane was parked when a second one collided
with it.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :15
The New York Times is reporting there has been a stay of execution granted
for Rodney Reed. He was set to be executed next Wednesday.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:29

A new study by a financial technology company is ranking San Antonio in a top
5 list of U.S. cities were rent is becoming less affordable. That's complicated
further by a lack of income meeting that raise, too.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :15

The superintendent of Comal ISD is warning parents about Dab pens. They're
similar to Juul, but contain concentrated THC oil, the psychoactive ingredient in
marijuana.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15

The Texas attorney general's office has recovered $63,500,000 for the state
through a lawsuit against a pharmaceutical company. Lupin has agreed to pay
the state to settle claims it inflated drug prices to the Medicaid program.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :16

The City of San Antonio is considering allowing Bird to operate here. It comes
a day after Lyft announced it was leaving. The city is working on negotiations
with Lime, Razor and Bird.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

A discount stores is making some of their items more expensive. Five Below,
which sells items for $5 or less, announcing due to recent cost increases, it will
raise prices on tech items.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Ford is recalling more than 168,000 F150 trucks. The affected trucks were built
from June 24 - October 1 of this year. Electrical problems are causing engines
to stall and in some cases creating fires.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Apple has removed 181 vaping-related apps from its App store. The apps were
a mix of store apps, games and companion apps that let users control things
like lighting and heating of vape pens.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :57

Planes at the San Antonio airport collide. The two aircrafts were on the runway
- one was parked and the other mistakenly thrust forward entangling the two.
No one was hurt but the NTSB and FAA are investigating.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :33

A 16-year-old student shoots 5 people at random on school grounds. Two of
the victims are killed in the attack. Police say the teen purchased what they call
a ghost gun online and assembled it himself.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:50

Many salons are becoming licensed to apply eyelash extensions. Several area
shops underwent inspection with three of them needing minor corrections.
Consumers should know to request the records for inspection results before
becoming a customer.

Crime News 4 WOAI 11/16/2019 5pm :35
We have new information about a case of arson at San Antonio College.
Investigators now believe the person who started the  fire is a SAC student.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :31

New video of Habitat For Humanity dedicating its last few homes of the year. A
total of 10 families received these homes today, moving in just in time to have
a new place to call home for the holidays.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :35

In your consumer news, we have a recall alert to tell you about. Nissan is
recalling more than 400,000 vehicles due to a fire hazard. An anti-lock brake
pump can leak fluid onto a circuit board causing electrical shorts leading to
fires.

Crime News 4 WOAI 10pm :35
Police have arrested this man, 33 year old Alvin Eugene House the third, after
they say he broke into his ex-girlfriend's house and set it on fire.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :30

Across Texas, Governor Greg Abbott issued proclamations today setting
Tuesday January 28th as the date for special runoff elections. The runoffs will
be held to fill 3 vacant texas house district seats.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :25

New information on that Johnson and Johnson settlement in Oklahoma. A
judge has reduced the amount the pharmaceutical giant must pay for its role in
the opioid epidemic.

News 4 WOAI 11/17/2019 5pm Pre-empted by NASCAR

Crime News 4 WOAI 10pm :23

Developing right now, a man stabbed at a corner store on the northwest side.
We're told he was walking to his car around 6 tonight when an argument
started between him and anotherr man who then stabbed him.

Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 2:52

Our Show Me Your Bill reports have helped save viewers close to 800,000
dollars on medical bills -- but tonight News 4 Trouble Shooter Jaie Avila helps
with a different kind of bill for a woman battling breast cancer.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:54

New tonight, fancy cars causing a big disturbance on the city's south side.
Neighbors are fed up and asking for help. But with all this talk of street racing,
another group of car lovers worries it's giving them a bad name.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 11/18/2019 12pm 2:00

Fire fighters are still battling flareups at a Church's Chicken on San Antonio's
east side. The restaurant caught on fire at South New Braunfels, across St.
Gerard Catholic High School. All thirty employees will now be sent to another
Church's Chicken so they will not be out of work.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

A NEISD school bus was involved in a crash this morning. Twenty nine school
children on their way to Stone Oak Elementary had to go into a different bus.
The driver of the car that was involved in that crash is in critical condition.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

San Antonio Police believe drugs may have played in a part in a deadly attack
outside a northwest side gas station. Police say a man was being robbed in the
parking lot of a citgo gas station, At one point, someome hit him in the head
with a baseball bat. He was pronounced dead at the scene.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :26

A missing man has been found dead. This morning police asked us to share
his picture, they were looking for him. But by this afternoon, they sent an
updated release, telling us his body was found.

Crime News 4 WOAI :21

A Northside student has been caught with a gun. We know this happened at
O'connor high school. Tips led them to a 16-year-old student. He's now facing
charges.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :14

The Supreme Court is putting a temporary hold on Donald Trump's taxes. A
house committee subpoened them in April. Trump's been fighting their release
ever since.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:07

The old Bexar County Jail downtown that now holds federal prisoners is
holding fewer and fewer of them by day. The building will eventually be
knocked down to make way for more buildings on UTSA's downtown campus.
The place has 600 beds but they're down to maybe about 150 prisoners.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

A man charged with murder during a drug deal two years ago is now on trial.
That trial started today for Charles Robnett. He's one of two men charged with
murder in the shooting of Gary Barnhardt.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Northside ISD will be hosting a job fair. They're looking to fill more than 60 bus
driver and bus assistant positions. The job fair will take place from nine am to
noon.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12

Go Raw' is recalling its Quest brand two-pound frozen bags of beef food. A
sample has tested positive for salmonella. Contact the store you bought it from
for a refund.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :31

The Hays County Sheriff's Office has launched an investigation after an inmate
is mistakenly released from the Hays County Jail. Shaun Haenes, 41, was
released last Thursday night, located at a restaurant, and back in jail nearly an
hour later. The Sheriff's Office says Haenes exchanged identities with his
cellmate to bond out of jail.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Redbox will stop re-selling digital download codes for Disney movies. This
settles a longstanding lawsuit filed by Disney, which claimed Redbox violated
its contracts and copyrights. Redbox would sell the codes at cheaper prices
than other retailers.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:19

Police are looking for three men after two separate attacks at gas stations. One
victim was hit in the head with a baseball bat and robbed. Another victim was
stabbed in the torso several times. Investigators are looking into whether the
two cases are connected.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :41

A high school student brings a gun to school and is arrested. Officials say there
was not a specific threat made. Investigators ar etrying to figure out why he
had the gun. They say this is a good example of how threats can be stopped if
people see something and say something.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :30

An 8-year-old girl is rescued in Fort Worth. She was kidnapped by a random
stranger who targeted her while she was walking with her mother in their
neighborhood. Police were able to track the vehicle to a hotel. There they
stormed the room and found her hidden under a pile of clothes.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 11/19/2019 12pm 2:30

Today the next round of public impeachment hearings is underway in
Washington. Jennifer Williams -the foreign policy aide to vice president pence
and Lieutenant Colonel Alexander Vindman are scheduled to appear before
the house.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :28
NTSB is meeting about the Southwest Airlines flight where a woman was killed
after shrapnel hit a window. Investigators want to know what went wrong.

Finacial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI :17

SAPD is preparing for a big property auction open to the public. Items like
shoes, sports trading cards, coins and tools will be auctioned.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :39

Police are investigating a scary situation at North Star Mall. A woman claims a
man was waiting in her car and held her at gunpoint. But police tell us
surveillance footage doesn't seem to support her story.

Crime News 4 WOAI :32

We've got new information on a man charged with purposefully setting an
apartment on fire. This was scene. A couple of units burned. He was homeless
and is not facing arson charges.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :26

Some of the most dangerous roads for holiday travel, run right through san
antonio. I-10 from California to Florida comes in at number 1. I-35 from texas to
Minnesota comes in at number 4.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:05

A 14-year-old girl is missing from the Hondo area. Police issued an amber alert
for her last week. It was cancelled less than 48 hours later due to complaints
from people saying they were getting too many alerts.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

The man accused of setting a fire that killed a firefighter is expected in court.
Emond Johnson is scheduled to be in court tomorrow for a pre-trial motion
hearing. He's accusing of setting the fire at his gym in the Ingram Square
Shopping Center back in 2017.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 2:17

There is a new warning from state health officials tonight. There are now 189
Texas cases of severe lung disease linked to vaping. So far there has been 1
death reported.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :15

The list is out for the favorite cars and trucks among thieves. The National
Insurance Crime Bureau has released its list of the 10 most stolen vehicles of
2018. Coming in first place is the 2000 Honda Civic, followed by the 197
Honda Accord and the 2006 Ford Pickup truck.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI :18

The Texas Department of State Health Services has identified 189-cases of
severe lung disease by people who have vaped, including 1 death. Patients
range in age from 13 to 75.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :28

A local arts group is expanding. Say Si unveiled their new location today on the
west side. The new facility will hold a new journalism program, a new culinary
arts program and a new digital music composition program.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:20

A senior living facility is under investigation after allegations of a sexual
assault. Eleven residents have been removed from the home for reports of
malnourishment. The facility has surrended its state license.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:22

A man is facing charges for the death of his friend. The 21-year-old was very
apologetic to police as he explained that he and the victim were playing with
the gun when it accidently fired. The victim was shot in the neck and died.
Police say he is telling them multiple stories but they have enough evidence for
a manslaughter charge.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :48

A man is in custody for sexually abusing a 13-year-old girl. Police say he would
make deals with the child for sexual favors in exchange for her not being
punished.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 11/20/2019 12pm :29

Two men were taken to a hospital after being stabbed at north star mall.
Two groups began arguing outside the Forever 21 store when someone pulled
out a knife and stabbed two of the males.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI

It's day 4 of the public impeachment hearings in Washington. Tomorrow will be
the last day of the hearing. No word as to if or when a vote for impeachment
will be carried out.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :23
Holiday meal preparations happening today to pack meals for military families.
Each meal will include non-perishables as well as a turkey.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :26
Hondo police are still searching for a missing girl. They have cancelled the
Amber Alert though. There were getting a lot of complaints about the alert.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :51

We've got new information on a potential tax increase here. The San antonio
river authority is looking into what it's calling a water tax initiative. The goal
would provide funding for water quality projects.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :12
We've got new video now from Austin. President Trump is there. HE's visiting
an apple factory there.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:42

The Bexar County Sheriff has a powerful warning for you tonight. It comes after
a landlord was arrested last night. He's accused of sexually harrassing as
many as 11 tenants.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

A police officer hit by a suspected drunk driver back in August returned to work
today. The Boerne Police Department posted these pictures of Officer Michelle
Van Stavern to their Facebook page. She was hit by a pickup truck while
directing traffic after a high school football game.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

Millions of dollars of meth was seized by the Harrison County Sheriff's office.
Deputies arrested a 36-year-old man. Monday deputies conducted a traffic
stop.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :22

DPS is asking for new leads on the 2002 murder of Mikiko Kasahura. She was
a 21-year-old student from Japan, attending Texas Lutheran University in
Seguin, when her body was found insider her burned apartment. A $1,000
reward is being offered for information.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

The CDC is investigating an e-coli outbreak. Seventeen people in 8 states
have gotten sick. Seven patients said they ate Ready Pac Bistro Bowl Chicken
Caesar Salad before getting sick, but the CDC is still trying to determine the
source.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :44

People living in San Antonio's food deserts are getting help putting healthy
food on their dinner tables. The Stop By Mart took part in a cooking
demonstration for the Healthy Corner Stores Initative. The initative partners
with corner stores to provide fruits and vegetables in area lacking grocery
stores.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:14

A man installs his own speed bump to prevent cars from speeding through his
neighborhood. He purchased it online and says it is to keep his kids safe when
they are outside. A county official says he cannot install his own speed bumps
and he would be liable for any crashes .

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :22

A man accused of starting a fire at a shopping center that killed a firefighter is
about to start trial. His lawyers are asking for a change of venue and to
suppres interrogation video of the suspect confessing to the arson. Both
motions were denied.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:55

A fomer prostitute shares her story of survival and resilience. She was abused
as a child and ultimately in an abusive relationship as an adult which led to her
entering the sex industry for fast cash. She says she is speaking about her
experiences in hopes of helping others leave the industry.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 11/21/2019 12pm :27

San Antonio Police are investigating a stabbing on the northwest side.
Investigators say they found a woman, who was intoxicated, with a cut on her
leg.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:30
The last public hearing on the schedule for impeachment hearings. Committee
chair Democrats will decide soon what response is appropriate.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :29

Big storms made their way to southern California, and caused severe flooding.
A number of people were evacuated. The heavy rains also caused a number of
automobile wrecks because of the slick streets.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :24

A man who escaped the San antonio State Hospital is now a wanted man. A
judge issuing an arrest warrant today. He was in the hospital after committing
several crimes.

Crime News 4 WOAI 2:17
A man shot and killed his wife and then shot and killed himself. The couple's
child walked in on their bodies. Police say the couple would often argue.



Health News 4 WOAI :21
The latest number from the CDC suggesting more people are dying from
vaping. Nearly 50 now. The average age of the dead is 53.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :26

Mexico's government says they're helping 10 Mexican citizens who are filing a
lawsuit against Walmart over a mass shooting an El Paso Walmart store. The
shooting left 22 people dead back in August. Eight Mexicans were killed and
another 8 were injured.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :14

Police in Cuero are asking for help trying to find whoever tried to set a house
on fire. It happened sometime between October 28 and this Monday at a a
vacant home at Newman and Indianola Street.

Religion News 4 WOAI 1:05

Big changes at a private school that's nearly a century old. The sisters that
started Mount Sacred Heart School are retiring. That's why the Archdiocese,
along with Mount Sacred Heart School, are trying to raise $10 million.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12

About 88,000 EcoXGear Ecoboulder speakers are under recall. The battery
can overcharge and burst. They were sold at Costco, Home Depot, Academy
Sports and online at Amazon.com.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :34

The Texas Education Agency is investigating former NEISD superintendent,
Dr. Brian Gottardy. The investigation is focusing on how then superintendent
Gottardy handled the reporting of an alleged incident involving a former
assistant principal and a student where shoving was involved.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :11

Police in Poteet say a counterfeit bill was brought to their attention. Police are
reminding everyone to double check their bills when making transactions.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:22

A set of triplets are going to college all due to the president of the University of
the Incarnate Word. The group of teens being offered full ride scholarships.
The family was facing hardships with one triplet suffering from Spina Bifida and
their mother suffering from recent strokes. The teens didn't tink they would go
to college until now.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 3:40

A look at the warehouse used to recreate large fires. The building is an
essential part of fire investigations including a local arson case where a
firefighter was killed.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:06

A former school superintendent is being investigated for not reporting a
physical confrontation between a former assistant principal and a student. The
two reportedly shoved each other and no one was injured. The superintendent
says the district legal council was consulted and the incident didn't fit the
criteria for a reportable offense.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 11/22/2019 12pm :27

The driver of an suv  is facing charges after running a stop sign and slamming
into an sapd patrol car. The impact sent the officer had to be cut out of the car,
but he did not have to go to the hospital.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :26

A man is arrested accused of throwing rocks off the roof of a greyhound
station. According to police, he was throwing them at drivers, trying to hit a
bus.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :43

Many who live and work nearby San Antonio State Hospital are upset after a
patient escaped custody. They say they weren't notified about the potential
safety risk.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :37
We've got new video out of California. A middle school at the center of a
planned attack. It was stopped. And police have a student in custody.

Health News 4 WOAI :14

Right Now teams are disinfecting schools in Goliad. There has been too many
sick kids. The district has cancelled classes and hope to get back to work next
week.

Health News 4 WOAI :13

400 Air Force cadets at the Academy of Colorado have come down Norovirus.
The Air Force isn't confirming it. But they have cancelled several large
gatherings.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :20

The San Antonio International Airport is getting some help from the federal
government. The Department of Transportation is awarding $26.5 million in
grants to 9 airports in Texas. Our airport will get just over $3 million for
improvements to a taxiway.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :20

We're seeing the earliest start of the flu season in a decade. That's according
to a new announcement by the CDC. In Texas, flu activity is slightly lower than
last week.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

In Hays County, sheriff's deputies are investigating a case of animal cruelty.
Deputies say cockfighting may have been happening at a home off Rolling Hills
Drive in Buda. Authorities removed 118 roosters and hens from the home. No
arrests have been made.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :40

The director of the U.S. Census Bureau was in town today to hear how San
Antonio is working to get everyone counted in the 2020 census. The director
heard updates on the work being done locally including new PSA's and also a
focus on targeting students to educate them about the census.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :16

A new trend, called souping, could help you shed a few pounds. Nutrition
experts say unlike juicing, soup can help stabilize blood sugar for more
sustained energy. The water in soup also adds weight and volume, so it leaves
you feeling satisifed without the calories.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :15

Microsoft is delaying the launch of its new Surface Earbuds. They were
expected to be released in time for the holidays. Now, they won't come out
until Spring 2020.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:50

A patient escapes from the state hospital and residents are upset they were
not notified. The patient has a criminal history and is considered
dangerous.Police say they were unaware of his dangerous crimes and though
he only had committed financial crimes and was not a threat to the community.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

A local hospital is being donated a device to help families coping with the loss
of a baby. The child can be placed in a new crib known as a cuddlecot. The
device keeps the body cold and helps preserve the body for several days
rather than hours. This allows parents to take their time and say proper
goodbyes when coping with the death of an infant.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:00

Nearly 30 asylum seekers traveled from San Antonio to Maine in order to find
migrant shelter. The group is originally from Africa and was temporarily staying
in San Antonio but say the city ran out of space for them and could not provide
long term arrangements.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm :19

Police investigating a human smuggling event. Homeland Security
Investigation called us about the event and are looking at the immigration
status of those that were discovered.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :32

A San Antonio man accused of impersonating a fire official is facing charges
after caught doing inspections at UTSA. Police say he told staff he was
conducting fire hazard checks.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

A second man has been arrested in Alabama connected to the disappearance
of Aniah Blanchard. She is the UFC star of Walt Harris.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:00

Off-duty officer arrested accused of choking his girlfriend during an argument
over a cellphone. A neighbor called police about yelling and screaming coming
from the apartment.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :51
A pilot lands a plane in New Braunfels just minutes after a bird strike caused
glass to blind him. He eventually wants to get back in the cockpit.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19
A fire is finally out after it sparked in the kitchen on Gabriel. They did have
trouble at first because of how much stuff the family had in the home.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 11/24/2019 5pm :26

Michael Bloomberg has announced he's running for the 2020 presidential race.
The former New York mayor says his campaign will be self-funded and he will
not accept donations.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :19

The search continues for a man who robbed an east side Circle K early this
morning. Police say the suspect pointed something in the clerk's back,
demanded money and then took off with the cash.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :22

Americans are expected to spend more than $720 billion on presents this year.
The National Retail Federation says the biggest thing peple are looking for is
gift cards. Barbie remains the top toy this year.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :33

The South Texas Blood and Tissue Center kicked off a campaign this weekend
to help them deal with fewer donations during the holiday season. It's called
the 9 Days of Giving. Now through December 1, freebies will be offered for
donors.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

The Secretary of the Navy has been fired over the handling of a case of a Navy
Seal accused of war crimes. Defense Secretary Mike Esper asked for Richard
Spencer's resignation today. Esper said he lost trust and confidence in
Spencer after learning he proposed to the White Houst to allow the Navy Seal
to retire in his current rank, without losing his status as a seal.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

San Antonio Crime Stoppers has released a photo of the man who was
attacked and killed at a Northwest side gas station at a week ago. Police say
Faustino Rodriguez, 46, was robbed off Gardina Street, hit with a baseball bat
and later died at the scene.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 11/25/2019 12pm 1:25
A home was destroyed by a fire on the northeast side. Two people were inside
at the time of the fire but got out safely.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :29

The need for speed lands multiple people behind bars after they were caught
street racing. Police and street crime officers were out on southwest military
pulling over people for racing.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :24

A bankrate survey is forecasting 74-percent of adults saying they will not
increase their holiday spending. That includes 22-percent who say they will
actually spend less than last year.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :17

A man who took off from a state hospital is back in custody. Found about 2 this
afternoon. He jumped the fence at the hospital after being committed there by
a judge.

Health News 4 WOAI 2:14
More and more Kids are being poisioned by hand sanitzer. New numbers
suggesting more than 14,000 so far this year. We are looking into why.

Crime News 4 WOAI :18

A Bexar County Sheriff's deputy is facing charges. Accused of reckless driving.
She's one of several deputies who have found themselves on the other side of
the law this year.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:55

There was a sting operation on the city's southside targeting street racers.
SAPD and DPS officers arrested 20 people. This comes just after we have
been airing a series of stories on the problem and neighbors complaining that
they anted something done.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :19

Police say a man tried to hide in a ceiling but fell into the men's restroom.
Officers say the man walked into the Goodwill on Austin Highway about an
hour before closing. You can see him climb into the ceiling on surveillance
video.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:54

A mother is desparate to solve a medical mystery for her 10-year-old daughter.
She believes her daughter is suffering from some type of neuro-immune
disorder. She wants other parents to know what symptoms to be on the lookout
for.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :21

E-Bay is selling its Stubhub business to Swiss ticket vendor, Viagogo. Once
combined, Stubhub and Viagogo will sell tickets across more than 70-
countries. The sale will go for $4.5 billion.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :35

The Texas Attorney General has reached a settlement with T-Mobile. Ken's
Paxton's office claimed T-Mobile's merger with Sprint violated anti-trust laws
and could have increased prices for customers. The agreement includes
requirements for the new T-Mobile to give customers access to the same or
better data rate plans.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Packages of Ajinomoto Yakitori Chicken with Japanese-Style fried rice are
under recall. They have best-by dates of January and July 2020. Customers
have reported finding pieces of plastic in the food.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:26

A family holds a vigil to pray for the return of their loved one who has been
missing for 15 years. The pregnant mother of two went missing on
Thanksgiving in 2004. Police still have not named any official suspects in the
case.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :21

A judge is ordering former White House counsel to testify before Congress.
The committee leading the impeachment inquiry wants to speak to him about
the president's alleged attempt to obstruct the investigation into Russian
meddling.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :56

Three men are exonerated after spending 36 years in prison for a murder they
did not commit. They were accused of shooting a 14-year-old boy on a school
campus over a jacket. The men who were young boys at the time, were not
event at the school at the time of the killing.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 11/26/2019 12pm 1:30

More than 450 incoming and outgoing flights cancelled in Denver due to the
snowstorm hitting the area. Some airlines are offering waivers and adjusting
prices because of it.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 4:01

Thanksgiving is one of the biggest travel holidays, gas prices are going down.
In San Antonio - the cheapest gas price is two dollars and one cents.
Some of the cheapest gas prices can be found at Murphy USA, H-E-B  and
Quiktrip.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19

The death toll in the Albania earthquake has risen to 20 and hundreds more
injured. Rescue crews continue to search impacted areas, looking for
survivors.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :22
A bexar county deputy has been fired. She's been accused of reckless driving.
We've now learned she was involved in a street racing sting.

Health News 4 WOAI :45
The CDC is recalling Romaine lettuce again. 2 cases reported in Texas now.
More cases are in Wisconsin.

Crime News 4 WOAI :17
Police are looking for a man accused in an attack. We know it happened at a
circle K. He took off in a silver car.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:02

A young man is accused of murder. Police say he stabbed and ran over his
girlfriend twice on her 19th birthday. In court we found out he will not be getting
out of jail any time soon.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

Police need your help finding a man accused of robbing a corner store in
Converse. Investigators are looking for the man in two picture. He's accused of
robbing the Nooner's Convenience Store.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :26

The CDC says flu activity is picking up in the south and west. They say high
levels of flu are reported in seven states including Texas. Last year at this time
only one state reported high levels of the flu.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :26

Police have arrested a man for a string of car burglaries last month. Francisco
Alejandro Uballe, 21, allegedly confessed to between 25 to 35 car burglaries
over the course of several weeks.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :27

The Consumer Product Safety Commission has released its new report on
furniture tip-overs. They found between 2000 and 2018, there were 459
children killed by furniture falling on them. Of those deaths, 93% involved
children five-years-old and younger.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Construction continues on the brand new ice rink coming to Travis Park.
Today, crews installed wooden fencing and began unpacking boxes of rental
skates. The ice rink opens this Friday from 3 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. and will stay
open through January.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :38

A man is found guilty of using his dog training school to defraud the federal
government out of more than a million dollars. A judge denied him bond until
sentencing. He could face up to 42 years in federal prison.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :21

A school district is searching for a new superintendent. Board members are
working to eliminate candidates down to one finalist. The former
superintendent was forced out after an investigation. He was accused of hiring
and paying an engineering firm without approval from the board.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:25

A man is accused of killing his girlfriend on her 19th birthday. He has been
locked up for the past 14 months unable to meet his bail. A judge is denying a
bond reduction. During the hearing the man told the court room he found God
and wanted to make bail in order to work and help his mom pay bills.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 11/27/2019 12pm :45
A powerful explosion and fire rocks Port Neches that could be felt miles away.
Three people were taken to the hospital, but no fatalities were reported.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :22

San Antonio Police and fFre departments responded to an accident when a
vehicle rear ends a fire truck. No firefighters were hurt, but the highway was
shut down.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :27

Winter weather causing a mess all over the United States just before
Thanksgiving. In the state of Washington a massive crash shut down the
highway. Between 50 and 100 vehicles were involved but no serious injuries
reported.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :11
The Bexar County sheriff's office is helping Hondo Police. Hondo police are
working the case of a missing girl. They've have asked for help locating her.



Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 2:34

It's the Holidays, but that's not a good reason to go into debt. New numbers
suggest we will spend more than a thousand dollars on presents this year. Our
best tip, make a budget.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:11

New information now on Housing at Lackland. There are reports of mold in the
government housing. The Air Force is working to get it cleaned up, but families
are worried.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:01

A mother is making a desparate plea to locate her daughter after not hearing
from her in more than two weeks. 18-year-old Aviana Zayas was last seen
back in October. We're told this case didn't meat the criteria to enter Aviana as
a missing person.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :30

Two people are facing aggravated assault charges. Comal County Deputies
say 37-year-old Michael Rodriguez and 42-year-old Amy Elliot stabbed Elliot's
father and took off in his car. The man was brought to San Antonio and is in
stable condition.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :39

Two explosions happened at an East Texas chemical plant. The second one
happened just a few hours ago. Evacuations have been ordered for a 4 mile
radius around the plant.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :20

Every new Boeing 737 Max plane will be inspected before being delivered to
airlines. The FAA will review each plane and has the right to issue certificates
saying whether each plane is safe enough to fly.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :13

Hammers sold exclusively at Walmart store are being recalled. It affects
211,000 Stanley brand 6-ounce wooden handle nailing hammers. The black
grip can come loose and injure customers.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :13

Twitter plans to close accounts not being used enough and free up usernames.
The announcement was made today. Customers who haven't logged on in at
least six months may have their accounts deleted.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:21

A 12-year-old finds his parents dead inside their family home. His mom was
the victim of a murder-suicide. That child along with his siblings are now
staying with their uncle who hopes to take full custody of the children.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :29

A man is filing a lawsuit against a grocery store claiming he was assaulted by
the store clerk. The clerk allegedly hit the customer with a cucumber
repeatedly when he asked if she mis-scanned the produce.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:39

A tenant cannot seem to get her apartment maintance team to repair a sewage
backup in her apartment. Raw sewage is collecting in the toilet and tub and
there is mold growing due to flooding downstairs. Code enforcement records
show the apartment has been given prior notices for a list of other issues.

News 4 WOAI 11/28/2019 12pm NO NEWSCAST  -  NBC Dog Show

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:01

Our top story tonight, for decades, the Jimenez family has served the
community during the annual Raul Jimenez Thanksgiving Dinner. But this year
is different. This summer, Mary Jimenez, the family's matriarch passed away.



Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :58
Homeland Security investigations is warning the public about counterfeit goods
now that the holiday shopping season is in full swing.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:19

The 2020 presidential candidates continue to travel across the country trying to
gain momentum and support from voters. While they work to get Americans'
attention, one study shows a trend for young voters toward a candidate with
what some consider to be socialist ideas.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :31

A man has been arrestsed for the 2013 murder of a San Antonio woman.
Bradford Hudson, 59, is in custody in Northern California at the San Mateo
County Jail. Investigators say his DNA matches that of the killing of 53-year-old
Martha Batchelor, who's body was found in her northwest side apartment.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19

A fire at a south Texas plant is still burning tonight. The TPC Group plant
exploded twice yesterday, injruing three workers. The explosions released
chemicals into the air. Evacuation orders remain in place within a four-mile
radius.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :14

The 34th annual HEB tree lighting ceremony is taking place at Travis Park
tomorrow. All the fun begins at 3 p.m. with live music, arts and crafts, and a
visit by Santa Claus. The event is free and open to the public.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

Ten-thousand portable generators by Yamaha are under recall. It affects their
2018 and 2019 EF2000iS versions. The fuel tank can leak gasoline and
potentially lead to fires or burn you.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :30

San Antonio fire crews put out a mulch fire on the east side today. It happened
at New Earth Compost off of I-10 near N. Foster. Firefighters say the mulch
caught on fire by spontaneous combustion, then spread to a conveyor belt.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :20

A man was killed today following a standoff with police. The 49-year-old
allegedly threatened to kill himself and his estranged wife. Officers say they
heard gunshots and found the man dead inside  a home, and the wife with a
gunshot wound to the leg.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:41

During the holidays consumers looking for great deals can get tricked into
buying fraudulent products. A law enforcement official says it is a multi-billion
dollar problem in San Antonio and that there are key steps buyers should take
before handing over cash for a long-list of products including jewelry, jerseys,
handbags and shoes. He tells people how to recognize counterfeit items.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :48

A man dies in an early morning standoff with police. Officials say the man and
a woman were arguing and when the officer arrived to conduct a wellfare
check the man threatened to kill her and then himself. An hours-long standoff
began before police stormed the house. The man had shot his estranged wife
in the leg. One officer shot and killed the suspect because the suspect was still
armed.



Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :30

A local high school band participates in the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade.
The team of 353 students performed a holiday song. The moment was
broadcast nationally to more than 50 million people watching at home.

News 4 WOAI 11/29/2019 12pm NO NEWSCAST  -  NBC NHL Hockey

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:01

Right now we're learning more about two separate standoffs that happene
within a day of each other. According to San Antonio police, both standoffs
started because of domestic disputes between estranged couples.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:03

We have a consumer alert to tell you about. We're all on the hunt for the
perfect gift for our loved ones, but homeland security investigationsis warning
the public about fake websites.

Crime News 4 WOAI :35

Making headlines right now, two people are dead and three more are injured
after a stabbing at London Bridge. Police there declaring it a terroristic incident
and that the suspect has died.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :40

Officials lifted a mandatory evacuation order for 50,000 forced out to leave their
home, following explosions at the TPC Group Plant. Some of the nine
remaining pressure fires need to burn themselves out. The exact cause of the
explosions are still unknown.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :16

A teenager has been arrested for allegedly robbing a store clerk at gunpoint.
According to an arrest affidavit, 17-year-old Efrain Martinez and another
suspect robbed the 32-year-old employee at a store off Cincinnati Avenue back
in late October. Police say a tip led them to the teen.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Online spending is breaking records. Shoppers spent $4.2 billion online
yesterday for Thanksgiving. According to Adobe Analytics, that's more than a
14% increase from last year. Black Friday online sales are on track to hit $7.4
billion.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :20
Five-pound bags of unbleached all-purpose white wheat flour are being
recalled by Hodgson Mill. Sample have tested positive for traces of e-coli.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :35

Some consumer advocates are criticizing the FAA over its testing of airline
seats. The FAA is using more than 700 people, ages 18 to 60, to test whether
passengers can safely get out of an airplane in 90 seconds. Advocates say the
testing doesn't reflect real-world passengers, including children or those with
disabilities.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :23

Filling up on soda could increase a woman's chance of breaking their hip.
Researchers found women who consumed 14-servings of soda or other
caffeinated drinks every week had a 26% increased risk of a hip fracture.
Researchers think the added sugars could negatively impact your calcium
balance.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :19

We have new information tonight on the chemical plant explosions in southeast
Texas. Today, officials lifted the mandatory evacuation for 50,000 people
forced to leave their homes.



Family Issues News 4 WOAI 2:27

Right now loved ones of homicide victims are using their tragedy to help others
during what can be a difficult holiday season…an awareness vigil is being
planned to bring those grieving families together.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :35

The Thanksgiving feast is over and the hunt for bargains is on. Across the
country shoppers are are buying bargains online and waiting in line for great
deals.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :40

A man accused of trying to bribe a police officer while detained in the back of a
police cruiser. Here's a closer look at 18 year old Elias Don Juan arrested
when the officer smelled marijuana coming from his car.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :46

We have new video of a store's grand opening celebration meant just for kids.
And it's not just any store. Big Brothers and Big Sisters of South Texas calls
this their "From Me To You" holiday store.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15
Caught on camera, scary moments as a metal beam falls from a ferris wheel,
narrowly missing people below.

Crime News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:03

New information on a drive-by shooting we first brought to you as breaking
news at 5. Right now 2 victims are recovering at the hospital. A man and a
woman.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :30

Now to the latest on that chemical plant explosion in east Texas. Tonight we're
learning the flames are contained and a mandatory evacuation order has been
lifted. And so tonight tens of thousands of people who live near the TPC Group
plant can go back home.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :35

In consumer news, Black Friday is behind us, so too is small business
Saturday. Now it's time for a little breather before we set our sights on cyber
Monday.

Crime News 4 WOAI 12/1/2019 5pm :20

New information about a man found shot to death inside his car in Kirby.
Medical examiners have indentified the victim as 20 year old Robert Tovar.
Kirby police say they found him in his car with a gunshot wound to the head.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:48
Tonight there's a local push to honor our fallen veterans this christmas. It's a
simple gesture, a wreath on their headstone.

Crime News 4 WOAI :30

Covering New Braunfels, police there asking for your help tonight to solve a
man's murder. The victim in this case is 31 year old Stephan Fox. Police say
he was shot inside his car around 9:45 last night.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :42

The family of a 6 year old boy shot and killed by Bexar county deputies is suing
the sheriff's office. 6 year old Kameron Prescott was shot and killed by
deputies nearly 2 years ago. It happened while they were chasing a woman
wanted for credit card abuse.

Crime News 4 WOAI :15

New video tonight from Austin highway. Police called out here about 4 this
afternoon. They tell us a shop owner heard something, found someone
allegedly trying to steal things from the salvage area so he shot the man in the
leg.



Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :25

It was a big day in Michigan today, recreational marijuana is officially on sale.
And as you can see the lines were long. Business owners say this is
something they've been working towards for years and customeres hope it's
just the beginning.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 12/2/2019 12pm :41

An Australian state installing cell phone detection cameras to crack down on
drivers using phones behind the wheel. If caught, drivers could face several
hundred dollars in fines and penalty points on their license.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 1:35
Today is another chance to score some deals because it's cyber Monday.
Forecasters expect sales to generate more than $9 billion dollars.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

President Trump and the First Lady are heading to London today for the 70th
anniversary of the NATO Alliance. The President will also meet with the Queen
and have tea later.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:20
A 6-year-old was killed by a Bexar County Deputy. Today his family decided to
sue. He was shot while deputies were chasing a suspect.

Crime News 4 WOAI :30
A 17-year-old is in stable condition tonight. He was shot after bringing a gun to
school. A school officer shot him when he wouldn't drop the gun.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :43

First it's Black Friday, then Cyber Monday. But tomorrow is Giving Tuesday. A
chance for you to give back. But the BBB has a couple of warnings for you
before you donate.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:04
Complaints about sewage smells, black mold and rotting animals have made
being on campus at one area college a nauseating experience.

Crime News 4 WOAI :26

We have new information on a standoff in the parking lot of a mcdonalds on
the northeast side. Officials tell us after hours of trying to get the man out of his
car, he ended up taking his own life.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

Police in Poteet made a big drug bust thanks to their K-9 officer Kira. Officers
conducted a traffic stop on a suspicious vehicle. Canine officer kira and her
handler arrived on scene and Kira immediately alerted them to drugs inside the
vehicle.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :41

More people are buying real trees instead of artifical ones, but doctors say this
could also let you fall victim to what's known as Christmas Tree Syndrome.
That's when you're affected by mold found on Christmas trees and ornaments.
Many people store holiday decorations in garages, basements and attics for
months, which are prime breeding grounds for mold and dust mites.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19

The San Marcos Regional Animal Shelter is closing its cat intake for at least a
week, as one of their cats has tested positive for Feline Panleukopenia. The
cat has been taken to Austin Pets Alive for treatment. Shelter staff will scrub
down their stray cat rooms.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :13

The San Antonio Independent School District is hosting a job fair. That's
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Brackenridge High School. The district needs
teachers, bus drivers, custodians, food service workers and more.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:40

A toddler is mauled by a German Shepard at a neighborhood park. Doctors
had to use 17 stitches to close the wounds. The neighbor had the dog on the
leash but the chord was too long. The county issued the owner a citation for
not having up-tp-date shots.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:15

A man is arrested in California in connection to an unsolved murder in San
Antonio. The 53-year-old lived alone and evidence at the time showed there
was no sign of forced entry, leading investigators to believe it wasn't random. A
DNA match revealed the killer to be an old neighbor.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :19

The city and the local firefighters union are negotiatiing firefighter benefits. The
city wants the firefighters to start contributing to their healthcare. Firefighters
want to keep current benefits under a clause in their last contract.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 12/3/2019 12pm :21

A man  is in critical condition after being shot several times and now police are
looking for the gunman. Bexar county deputies were called out to the alamo
ranch apartments on alamo ranch parkway near lone star parkway and found a
man down with several gunshot wounds.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

President Trump and the First Lady are in London today for the 70th
anniversary of the NATO Alliance. The President is letting the other world
leaders know that the U.S. is not going to foot the bill for most of NATO, and
that every country needs to help fund the organization.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :18

The House Intelligence Committee expected to release its report on the
impeachment inquiry to the public. It is expected to detail their findings into
Pres. Trump and Ukraine.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:10
A charred body has been found. A farmer found it while clearing his land.
Investigators couldn't tell us if it was a man or a woman or if it was a child.

Crime News 4 WOAI :16
A man is in jail. He's charged with shooting another man at the mall last night.
The man ran to a nearby gas station to get help.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI
Kamala Harris is out. The senator dropping out of the presidential race this
afternoon. She says she just doesn't have the money to continue.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:09

Hundreds of serious accidents have been reported in a high traffic area on the
city's west side. These have happened over the past three years. People in the
area are worried about that number growing until a permanent fix is made.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :22

A La Vernia Junior High School teacher is out of a job. District officials say he
engaged in inappropriate texting with a student. District officials say Joseph
McIntosh was removed from campus and is no longer an employee with the
district.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:03

State senators are trying to find a way to combat the rise of e-cigarette related
illnesses. The Senate Health and Humnan Services Committee called on
health professionals to break down what's causing these illnesses. The point of
today's meeting was to see if any additional laws or policies need to be written
up next session.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :26

A new initaitive wants to get HIV prevention medications to people who need it,
but don't have insurance to pay for it. Ready, Set Prep is part of President
Donald Trump's goal to end the HIV epidemic by 2030. The program will allow
those at risk to get the prevention drug known as "Prep" for free.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :17

E-Bay is removing all baby inclined sleepers from its website. The move come
after calls by the CPSC for parents to stop using them. The inclined sleepers
have been linked to 73 deaths.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Kelley Blue Book reports the average price for a light vehicle is up just 1% this
year. Sales numbers are down and cars are staying on lots longer. That's led
to bigger deals and discounts as dealers struggle to clear inventory.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:17

A farmer finds burned remains in a rural area of his property. The body is
believed to belong to a child. It's unclear if the body is male or female.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :40

A man is on trial for the death of his girlfriend. She died of a traumatic brain
injury during a drive to Houston. He testified in court that both of them took
molly.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:11

Kamala Harris drops out of the presidential race. Mike Bloomberg just entered
the race and has already surpassed Kamala in the polls. As of now only six of
15 candidates qualify for the debate later this month.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 12/4/2019 12pm 2:00

President Trump and other leaders continue meeting at the NATO Summit.
The leaders are expected to publish a declaration reaffirming their commitment
to NATO on its 70th birthday.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :38

An inmate at Comal County was accidentally released. The Comal Sheriff's
Office sent out a warrant for his arrest. He is wanted on Aggravated Sexual
Assault charges.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :29

The SAISD superintendent spoke to the U.S. Education and Labor Committee
today. He voiced his concerns with the recent changes on the state and federal
immigration policies. He says ultimatley its leading to a decline in student
enrollment and a decrease in parent involvment.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :20
a case of TB has been detected at John Jay high school. The student has
been sent home. Students are being contacted.

Crime News 4 WOAI :17
An inmate has been inadvertently released from jail. They guy was in jail for
aggravated sexual assault. Police are now looking for him.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:09
The Super at SAISD testified before congress today. They were discussing
immigration issues. He was the chair of the committee.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:08

We're learning more about a man charged with molesting sevral children he
met through church. Right now 21-year-old Joshua Alvarez is out of jail on a 75
thousand dollars bond. According to church members he was a Jehovah's
Witness and attended services at the Kingdom Hall.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:28

There is a case of TB at John Jay High School. It's the second time in the past
18 months NISD officials are dealing with a case of TB on one of their
campuses. They will hold an informational session tomorrow.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI :26

New numbers out of Austin show the flu is spreading a lot quicker there this
season than in previous seasons. Officials with Austin Public Health are urging
people there to get a flu shot. So far one child has died because of the flu here
in Texas.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

The Northside Independent School District is breaking ground on a new high
school. The 102-acre site will host the district's 12th high school and hold
2,800 students.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:00

Millions of women use permanent hair dyes and chemical straighteners to take
care of their hair, but new research is finding a possible link between those
products and an increased risk of breast cancer. The study looked at more
than 46,000 women who were cancer-free, but had a sister who had the
disease. White women who used permanent hair dye had a 7% increased
breast cancer risk versus black women who had a 45% increased risk.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :23

The U.S. House of Representatives has approved a bill to crack down on
automated spam calls. The "Traced Act" passed with a vote of 417 to 3. It
would impose finds up to $10,000 per robocall.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :40

For the first time in nearly 20 years county democrats and republicans may
hold separate primary elections. The chairwoman of the republican party is
refusing to sign a joint resolution for a joint primary.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

The gunman behind a shooting at Pear Harbor's navy shipyard is a U.S. sailor.
He shot and killed himself after shooting several civilian workers. Saturday
marks the 78th anniversary of the attack on the base by Japan that propelled
the U.S. into World War II.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:04

The Texas Supreme Court is reviewing a wrongful death lawsuit. The student
at the University of the Incarnate Word was shot in 2013 by a campus police
officer who pulled him over for suspicious drunk driving.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 12/5/2019 12pm :26

Investigators looking into a car fire that appeared to be intentionally set at a
gas station. Firefighters put out the fire, but the car and a gas pump were
destroyed.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :37

There was a special groundbreaking today that could lead to multiple new jobs
in the south San Antonio area. The new autodealership is expected to bring as
many as 100 new jobs to the area right now. An open date sometime in the
spring of 2021.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

House Democrats officially moving forward with the impeachment of President
Trump. Nancy Pelosi announcing she is authorizing the drafting of articles of
impeachment.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :16
Police have found a body in a dumpster. This happened just about 1 this
afternoon. We are told it's the body of a woman.

Crime News 4 WOAI :11
A student had a weapon at school today. It happened at Mccullom High
School. The student will be disciplined.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI :26

The Food stamp program could soon be changing. It would kick 3 million
people off the roles. The trump Administration is looking to require people to
work while getting benehints.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:06

Two parents are heartbroken after losing their three year old daughter just
weeks before Christmas. They say doctors diagnosed her with parainfluenza.
It's a virus that can't be vaccinated against.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

We're getting new information about the man police say hid in a Ross store
until it cloed and then tried to burglarize it. Police found 27-year-odl Rudy
Almedia trying to leave the Ross. They say he was caught on camera walking
around the stock room.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :56

The Austin City Council is discussing a resolution that would delay Austin
Police Department's cadet classes as an investigation is underway into
accusations of racism. A key component of the resolution is to get a third party
to complete a deeper investigation into the allegations of racism and
discrimination within the department.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

MIT researchers have developed a star-shaped oral contraceptive. The
capsule slowly releases hormones to prevent pregnancy and breaks down
after three or four weeks.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :17

About 3,000 DaVinci Bailey bassinets are being recalled. The support legs can
break and cause your baby to fall. They were sold online by Amazon, Target,
JcPenney, Buy Buy Baby and other retailers.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :19

AirBNB is introducing new rules in the wake of a shooting at one of their rentals
in California. The company is now banning all open invite parties. AirBNB will
also ban large parties at apartment buildings and condos.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

Julian Castro met the donor threshold for this month's debate. He still needs to
meet required polling threshold to secure a spot on the stage. He says his
campaign has seen a lot more donors since Kamala Harris dropped out the
race.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :43

A young teen dies while in the custody of border patrol agents. Logs taken the
same day the teen dies does not match up with video footage inside the
facility. The teen had the flu and collapsed. It was hours before he got any
medical attention but that goes against records saying guards checked on him.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :35

Old footage of Nancy Pelosi during the Clinton impeachment is coming to ligt
after she got into a heated discussion with a reporter who asked if she hated
President Trump. She says she prays for the president and was angry he had
inferred that she had that sort of disdain for Trump. The old footage shows she
accused Republicans of hating Bill Clinton during his trial.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 12/6/2019 12pm 1:31

Testimony continues in the murder trial of a man accused of killing his
girlfriend. The vicitm was just 19-years-old. She was a cheerleader at Trinity
University.



Financial/Consumer
Issues News 4 WOAI 1:21

Most of us are shopping online for the holidays. Social media is playing a
bigger role in online consumer spending this year. According to Deloitte mobile
shopping has grown every year.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :35

Cell phones are a little pain in the neck. They can also cause pain in the face,
nose, ears and head. A new study shows injuries to those areas dramatically
rose over the past two decades because of cell phone use.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:19

Charred remains found in a field this week have been identified. They are a
missing woman who was last seen last month. It's a discovery that made the
Sheriff emotional.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:43
Does hair dye increase your chances of breast cancer. A new study says it
might. We are talking to medical professionals.

Health News 4 WOAI :27

If you want to get off your diabetes medications, trying fasting. A new study is
linking intermittent fasting to helping people lose weight and control their
cholesterol.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :13

Police have arrested a woman for allegedly assaulting her roommate.
According to an arrest affidavit, 31-year-old Melissa Ramirez stabbed the 24-
year-old in the stomach, because she was upset the victim had put a lock on
her bedroom door.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :21

A border patrol facility is getting a facelift. The Central Processing Center in
McAllen will close next Spring for renovations. They include removing chain
link fencing from holding areas that critics compared to cages.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 1:40

The Texas Medical Board voted to abandon its proposal for a waiver which
would have allowed doctors to charge more despite the new protections
against surprise medical billing. Consumer advocates worried some doctors
might require patients to sign it to get treatment.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :22

The JM Smucker Company is recalling some of its Special Kitty wet canned cat
food. There are concerns about ingredients not meeting their quality and safety
standards. It affects select lots of the Mixed Grill Dinner Pate and Surf and Turf
Variety Pack.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :24

The U.S. Postal Service is unveiling a new stamp that will help those suffering
from PTSD. The healing PTSD semi-postal stamp costs 65-cents. Proceeds
will be sent to the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs to help military veterans
with PTSD.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :59

The holiday season is underway and you may be feeling the pressure to spend
big bucks to get the perfect gift. Clinical psychologists say it's easy to
overspend this time of the year, because parents want to show their love. To
ease the pressure to overspend, experts recommend avoiding situations that
tend to trigger it.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :18

A federal agent is arrested and is facing assault charges. Officials confirm the
48-year-old border patrol agent is accused of injuring a 15-year-old
skateboarder during a confrontation that happened while he was off futy.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :26

A prayer vigil is planned to mark 9 years since the disappearance of Pauline
Diaz. The 63-year old mom and grandmother was last seen leaving the grocery
store where she worked. Investigators say she talked to her husband about
wanting a divorce the day before she went missing.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:00

A mother is reunited with her baby girl after a suspect steals her truck from a
gas station with the baby inside the vehicle. The mom was able to hop into a
nearby car and follow the truck as she called police. The suspect eventually
ditched the truck and the child was found safe and unharmed.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 12/7/2019 5pm 2:02

More than nine months after she was last seen friends and family gathered to
say their final goodbyes to Andreen McDonald. Her remains were discovered
five months ago. Today was more than simply saying goodbye to what they
lost.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:17

We have new details about a big arrest we first told you about last night. Two
men are charged in connection with a shooting at the Alamo Ranch
Apartments. 21-year-old Daniel Lugo was arrested.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :51

A former Texas police officer is facing assault charges. He is accused of
putting a dog leash around his 8-year-old stepson's neck. Former Pasadena
Police Officer McKay Christensen is being charged with assault of a family
member.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :28

Sheriff's deputies have discovered a person's body. There were reports of
dogs running loose at a northeast Bexar County home. A neighbor told
deputies they hadn't seen the homeowner in a couple of months.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :29

One virus is making the rounds in Texas is called fifth disease. A runny nose
and rash are both symptoms of fifth disease. Parents don't need to worry
though.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :59

Police in Hondo are raising money hoping to up the reward for information
about what happened to missing teen Eva Garcia. The barbecue plate sale
went on most of the day. All the proceeds went to help the family.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

We have new information on the man ambushed and shot in broad daylight in
the parking lot of the Rim Shopping Center. That driver is in the hospital tonight
with life threatening injuries. His mother is identifying him as Savawn Kyle.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :49

New details are coming out about a longtime Bexar County Sheriff's Deputy.
He's accused of conducting unlawful strip searches. Officials say these
allegedly happened on at least five women.

News 4 WOAI

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 12/9/2019 12pm :27
A man is now is in custody after a hostage situation.  Police beleive an 8-year
old child was inside the apartment - where the suspect had barricaded himself



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :31

A Bexar County Sheriff's Office Deputy was arrested, accused of assault
following a family disturbance. The name of the deputy will be released once
his booking process is complete.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:30

Testimony continues for a man who is accused of killing his girlfriend, who was
a student at Trinity University. The vicitm was 19-years-old and was a
cheerleader at Trinity University. This morning an FBI agent testified about the
use of cell phones by the victim and the suspect in this case.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :19

New Braunfels Police are looking for a man who robbed the Frost Bank on
Landa Street. Police say the man passed the teller a note and took off with the
cash. Crime Stoppers if offering a reward of up to $4,000 for information.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :31

ICE is releasing new numbers about how many people they've stopped from
illegally entering the U.S. and how many drugs they've stopped from getting
onto our streets. ICE has made than 3,000 criminal arrests in our area, sized
207,000 firearms and stopped 119,000 pounds of drugs.

Religion News 4 WOAI :17

Officers with the Houston Police Department escorted the body of sergeant
Chris Brewster to a funeral home today. The 32-year-old was shot and killed
responding to a domestic disturbance over the weekend. His funeral will take
place on Thursday.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :20

White Castle frozen burgers may have listeria, so they are being recalled. This
includes 6-packs of hamburgers, cheeseburgers and jalapeno cheeseburgers.
Larger 16-pack versions of hamburgers and cheeseburgers are also part of the
recall.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI :18

Hundreds of people will soon be out a job. Morgan Stanley is reportedly cutting
1,500 jobs. It's being blamed on concerns about economic uncertainty around
the world.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :22

Disney says their new film could trigger seizures. The upcoming Rise of
Skywalker movie has scenes that include sustained flashing lights, which can
trigger seizures in some people with epilepsy.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:50

A man who allegedly broke into several homes on northwest side of town is in
custody. The man was caught on surveillance cameras peeking into houses to
look for items to steal. He was wearing his work uniform with the restaurant
logo which was a key piece of evidence for investigators.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :28

An intersection is shut down for hours after a major water main break. A
contractor accidently hit the main and crews had to valve down the break.
Water is restored to the area but more repairs will be completed overnight,
disrupting traffic in the area.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:00

A Saudi air force officer training in Florida opened fire on a classroom and
killed three sailors and injured eight others. The suspect was able to buy a gun
while in the U.S. through a federal legal loophole using just his hunting license
and proof of residency in Florida.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 12/10/2019 12pm :19

San Antonio Police believe speed was a factor in a deadly wreck overnight on I-
10. A man was driving when he lost control of the vehicle causing it to rollover
several times before being ejected.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:30

House Democrats announce that the President has committed high crimes and
misdemeanors and unveiled two articles of impeachment. Voting is expected
this week in the Judiciary Committee.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:20

After a delay this morning, testimony is expected to resume in the trial of a man
who's accused of killing his girlfriend, who was a local college student. The
vicitm was 19-years-old and was a cheerleader at Trinity University, and died
in 2017.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :30
6 people were killed in a shootout in New Jersey. 1 police officer was among
those killed. It still not clear what led to the shooting.

Crime News 4 WOAI :20
The Navy is grounding Saudi Arabian students. This follows the deadly mass
shooting a naval base last week. 300 are grounded in all.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:24

Democrats have introduced articles of impeachment against the president.
Charging him with abuse of power and obstruction. Theis moves things along
in the impeachment process.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :12
RedBox is doing away with video games. The company says game rentals are
no longer available from its kiosks. RedBox wants to focus only on movies.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :21

The City of Kerrville says dozens of people have unclaimed money. Some
amounts are due to refund checks that were issued, but never cashed.
Amounts range from $1 to more than $1,000.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :34

The University of Phoenix has agreed to pay a large fine to settle a case
brought on by the FTC. The for-profit college and its parent company will pay
$50 million to settle allegations of deceptive advertisement.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :30

A Texas federal judge is blocking the use of military construction funds for the
border wall. Earlier this year the defense secretary approved diverting three
billion dollars to finance 11 wall projects. The president declared a national
emergency to get the extra cash which prompted a lawsuit he overstepped his
authority.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 2:22

A local man gets an 11 thousand dollar medical bill. He thought his insurance
would cover the payment but the free standing emergency center he went to
didn't accept his medicare. The bill has outrageous costs that indicate price
gouging like 85 dollars for maalox and 10 dollars for a bandaid.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :24

Crime Stoppers is offering a reward to help find a robber who targeted a
convenience store. The suspect hit the cashier in the back and got away with
cash and cigarettes. Police hope surveillance images will help them identify the
thief.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 12/11/2019 12pm :52

San Antonio Police are investigating a string of robberies across the city
overnight. In one case, a newspaper delivery man witnessed a robbery and
tried to follow the suspects. That's when the suspects fired several shots at
him. No one was hurt.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

An incident forced the lockdown of the Naval Air Station in Corpus Christi. A
suspect was taken into custody. Investigators do not think this incident is tied
to the recent naval base shootings.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 1:25

Testimony continues for a man who is accused of killing his girlfriend, who was
a student at Trinity University. The vicitm was 19-years-old and was a
cheerleader at Trinity University. This morning the suspect's timeline to
investigators was revealed.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :16
10 undocumented immigrants were found in an 18-wheeler. 9 men and one
woman. Police are questioning the driver.

Crime News 4 WOAI :17
There was a lockdown on a Naval Base in Corpus today. An armed person
was taken into custody. No shots were fired.

Crime News 4 WOAI :36

We are finding out more about the shooting in Jersey City. Police say the
attackers killed a police offier. Then went to the market and killed others. They
are wanted for killing another person days earlier.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:41

Dozens of people are homeless after a massive fire ripped through their
southeast side apartment complex. Arson has already closed the investigation.
They say the flames did so much damage -- they can't tell what started this
fire.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :28

Police in New Braunfels have made an arrest in the death of a man last month.
Police sya they've arrested 22-year-old Koever Kenke-Wommack. He is
charged with capital murder.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :18

Officials near McAllen are investigating a quadruple homicide. Police in
Edinburg found four bodies inside an apartment. They had all been shot.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18
Bass Pro Shops is recalling its 4 and 5 burner models of Mr. Steak Gas Patio
Grills. A regulator hose can melt and potentially start a fire.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :26
There is a shortage of therapists trained to treat children with autism. In almost
every state, there are not enough certified providers to meet the needs.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :14
Nestle is making canned sparkling water that has caffeine in it. It's made with
green tea extract and has the same boost of energy as a cup of coffee.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :45

A ceremony to reveal a new adult behavioral health clinic. The facility
underwent a 23 millino dollar upgrade and use to be the former shelter houses.
The clinic offers primary care and mental health services and created more
than 100 jobs for professionals like physicians, nurses and social workers.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Medical researchers are coming together to share state-of -the-art information
from breast cancer studies. The conference is in its 42nd year and welcomes 8
thousand experts from across the country and globe on prevention and
diagnosis as well as therapy.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :52

A student is found with two handguns in his car during a traffic stop. School
officials say that even though the stop was in the school's performing arts
parking lot the guns never made it onto the campus and student and staff were
not in danger.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 12/12/2019 12pm 1:45

A Bexar County jury continues to deliberate in the trail of a man accused of
killing a Trinity University Cheerleader. Investigators say Mark Howerton killed
Cayley Mandadi while they were travelling between San Antonio and Houston
back in October 2017.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

Today the house judiciary committee will vote on articles of impeachment
against President Donald Trump.  Two articles of impeachment were brought
against president trump tuesday  abuse of power and obstruction of congress.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :44

A major announcement from UTSA today. It's called the Bold Promise program
which will be a 100% percent tuition free program for high school students
who's family makes under $50,500 a year.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :17

The man accused of killing a cop near Houston has been caught. His manhunt
prompted a Blue Alert. He's accused of hitting and killing an officer during a
traffic stop.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :21

Border Agents rescued 14 people last night. They were overcome by the
waters in the Rio Grande. It appeared to be family units, the youngest was only
a year old.

Crime News 4 WOAI :19
The Boston Bomber wants a new trial. He doesn't think he got a fair trial.
Wants out of his death sentence.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :23

Two people are behind bars after officials say they found more than 100
thosuand dollars worth of meth in their car. Bexar County officials say they
worked with the DEA, DPS and ATF to pull over the pair yesterday. They are
facing federal charges of distribution of crystal meth.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :15

City Council officials passed the scooter ordinance. It allows three companies,
Lime Bird and Razor to operate dockless scooters in the downtown area. The
ordinance will also limit the number of scooters to between three thousand and
five thosuand.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :15

TXDOT says contractors will close I-10 Eastbound lanes at Boerne Stage
Road as well as the intersection. Mainlaines in both directions will also be
closed at Ralph Fair Road. They'll be working on the bridges.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :27

Whatsapp will stop working for millions of people. The messaging platform will
stop supporting its app on older model phones and older model operating
systems starting next February.



Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :13

The Southside School District is mourning the loss of one of their teachers.
William Carle, 61, collapsed Tuesday in his classroom at Southside High
School and died at the hospital. Carle taught at the school for 26-years.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :15

The FCC has voted to set up a new hotline for people in crisis. The current
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline Number has 10 digits. The new number
will have three digits -- 988 -- but will take months to set up.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :36

A man is being treated for life-treatening injuries after he is shot in the parking
lot of his apartment complex. He was shot in his chest and legs and say he
does not know the suspects. Police are searching the area using a helicopter
but have limited description of the suspect vehicle.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:44

The city is looking to build a new park on the east side and some think it could
help prevent crime. The plans show designs for two skate parks and a
playground. The estimated cost is roughly two million dollars.

 Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :21 

 Students at Eagle Pass High School have the chance to win a new car.
School administrators bought a new vehicle valued at 25 thousand dollars. Any
student that has perfect attendence is entered into a raffle for a chance to win.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 12/13/2019 12pm 1:35
A man is behind bars, accused of exposing himself to a young girl. He's a
former employee of the Bexar County Sheriff's Office.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:30

The House Judiciary Committee is voted today to recommend the articles of
impeachment against President Trump. A full vote from the House could come
sometime next week. If the impeachment goes to the U.S. Senate, a vote
wouldn't come until the first of the year.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :37

A lit cigeratte looks to be to blame for a house fire on San Antonio's far
northside this morning. Firefighers were called out to the home near Loop 1604
and Redland Rd. around 8:15 AM.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:00
Joe Biden is in San Antonio. Speaking at a Campaign event here. He also
attended a fundraiser.

Crime News 4 WOAI :24
A known drug house, hit again. Police were called back out to this home on
Rustic Lane. Today they arrested 5 people and found a great deal of drugs.

Crime News 4 WOAI :19
We now know the identity of the woman found dead in a dumpster here. She's
a 50 year old woman. Police suspect foul play.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:55

A former Bexar County Deputy is accused of exposing himself to a teenage
girl. Tonight investigators with the Sheriff's Office are asking for potential
victims to give them a call. The Sheriff says they know of two already -- but it's
believed there could be even more.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :48

A wounded warrior and his wife are asking for you help to track down their
truck that was stolen. In it -- Christmas gifts for their son, medications and a
purple heart. Asia Davis says her husband Ryan was flown here to San
Antonio in August.



Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:48

We have a warning this evening for those of you who need some quick cash
over the holidays. Scammers are trying to get you to pay for a loan that may
never show up. A woman here in San Antonio lost 10 thousand dollars to an
advance fee loan scam back in June.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :13

American Airlines has pulled the embattled Boeing 737 Max jets from its
schedules until April 2020. That is later than any other airline. The 737 Max
has been grounded after two crashes that killed 346 people.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Subaru is recalling 250,000 vehicles, because they could lose power while
you're driving. A faulty part in the engine could allow oil to get in where it
shouldn't. It affects certain 2017-2019 Crosstrek, Forester, Impresa and Ascent
models.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI :22

Goodwill San Antonio is looking for people to help them in their stores.
Seasonal donation attendants are needed to unload donations, track them and
work with customers. Full and part-time shifts are available.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:39

Joe Biden visits the Alamo City and he addresses voters about veteran
treatment, immigration policy and promises to help Central American countries
where migrants are fleeing from. He was met with fans and protesters. This is
Biden's fourth visit to Texas as a 2020 presidential hopeful.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :22

The South Texas Blood and Tissue Center is in dire need of donations. They're
trying to get 24 hundred donations by the end of the weekend. All seven donor
locations will have extended hours. The facility says it has shipped out 12
percent more blood than it's collected.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :25

A man in Houston is in custody after police say he hit and killed an officer as
he tried to get away. His mother and her boyfriend are also facing charges for
helping him hide from law enforcement. He is facing a capital murder charge.

Crime News 4 WOAI 12/14/2019 5pm :33

San Antonio police department have arrested a man accused of several
burglaries.They say Andrew Sepulveda was being detained on an unrelated
charge when investigators linked him to their burglary investigation.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI 1:43

The owner of a local food truck about to make its debut is weighing his options
after an overnight fire destroyed his food truck. Today was supposed to be the
grand opening for the food truck. Instead they watched as all that hard work
burned to the ground.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:04

A woman in Dallas had a huge surprise waiting for her when she decided to
look at her bank account. You ever check your balance and see there's a little
extra money than you expected? That's what happened to Ruth Balloon…only
her account had ballooned by 37 million dollars.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:55

A helicopter crash lands in the middle of a busy south side intersection. This is
video just moments after it went down, clipping some power lines. You see the
chopper on its side right at the corner of south presa and east southcross.



Crime News 4 WOAI :45

A scary scene on the south side tonight as police say a confrontation at a car
wash turned deadly. Investigators were called out for a shooting near the
corner of  division avenue and boris street. They say this started as a verbal
altercation.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI :41

We have new details tonight as demonstrators and even local lawmakers came
out to protest planned changes to Alamo Plaza. In fact they called this a March
for Texas History.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm 1:02

We've got new information on a cold case here. A suspected killer is now
caught. He's the man accused of killing Martha Batchelor. He left his DNA at
the scene.

Crime News 4 WOAI :20
A woman's body was in a home in fredericksburg. Deputies believe it was an
isolated incident. But they haven't made any arrests.

Crime News 4 WOAI :26

Also making headlines otnight a kidnapping victim found. The suspect
arrested. This happened near 281 and Bulverde road. Several law
enforcement agencies were there.

Crime News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:06

We've got new information on a cold case here. A suspected killer is now
caught. He's the man accused of killing Martha Batchelor. He left his DNA at
the scene.

Crime News 4 WOAI :25

Also making headlines otnight a kidnapping victim found. The suspect
arrested. This happened near 281 and Bulverde road. Several law
enforcement agencies were there.

Crime News 4 WOAI :53
The husband of a missing Austin woman is speaking out. He wants his wife
and baby found. They have been missing since Thursday.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 12/16/2019 12pm 1:15

The investigation into why helicopter crash landed in the middle of a busy
south San Antonio intersection continues. There is video of the crash just
moments after it went down, clipping some power lines. Three people were
sent to the hospital.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

All eyes are on capitol hill this week, as the house of representatives holds a
vote on whether to impeach President Trump on charges of abuse of power
and obstruction of congress. The next step would be a trial before the senate,
which is in republican control.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:35

A new study reveals more people waiting to ship off there's holiday shopping.
And more people admit to checking their order status and browsing for other
items while behind the wheel.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :30

Crime Stoppers needs your help finding a killer. A woman was found burned
and decomposing. Now police need as much information as they can to find
her killer.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :13
Trump is expected to announce a troop withdrawal from Afghanistan. Planning
to bring 4,000 back. That would leave about 8,000.

Crime News 4 WOAI :17
A North Carolina Officer is out of a job. Caught on camera slamming a young
boy to the ground twice. He was on leave, but has since been fired.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:37

Crime stoppers is offering a reward in connnection with the murder of a young
woman. Her body was found burned more than two weeks ago. She was found
in a field in Southwest Bexar County.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :32

A former police officer in Austin has pleaded guilty in the murder of his
pregnant girlfriend. Samantha Dean was killef back in 2015. Vontrey Clark was
sentenced to life without the possiblity of parole.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :26
South San ISD is hosting a job fair. It'll start at nine tomorrow morning. They're
looking for food service workers, bus drivers, painters and more.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :49

A Canadian man has become the first in North America to use electrical
stiumaltion to treat alcoholism. Two electrodes were implanted into his brain to
override a part of the brain linked to addiction and alcoholism. The electral
pulses are on 24/7 and they stop him from obessesing about the next drink.

Religion News 4 WOAI :43

A nearly 50-foot stained glass mural has been unveiled in the lobby of the
Children's Hospital of San Antonio. It depicts Jesus Christ watching over his
flock of sheep.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Campbell is launching a line of veggie Goldfish crackers to help arents
introduce more vegetables into children's diets. The plant-based snacks come
in sweet carrot or cheesy tomato flavor.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:00

A man has his wallet stolen and he takes matters into his own hands to track
down the suspect. He uses notifications coming to his phone and goes to every
location where the suspect charged items to his credit card. He ends up at a
gas station and is looking at surveillance footage of the suspect when the man
walks into the convenience store and comes face-to-face with the victim who
detains him until police show up.

Educational Issues News 4 WOAI :55

Reagan High School orchestra is going to perform at international conference
in Chicago. This is a high honor as this is only the fourth time a San Antonio
orchestra has been invited to perform within 50 years.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 2:04

A breakthrough procedure used to treat patients with gum disease is also
helping fight diabetes.The laser treatment is minimally invasive  and helps
patients regrow new gum, bone and tissue lost.

Community News 4 WOAI 12/17/2019 12pm 1:10

Family and friends of Charline McCombs are saying their final goodbyes today.
The 91-year-old's memorial service is this afternoon at the Alamo Height
Methodist Church. McCombs, the wife of former Spurs owner B.J. Red
Mcombs died last Thursday.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:30

Powerful storms ripped across the Southeast part of the United States. At least
three people were killed after tornadoes hit parts of Louisiana, Mississippi and
Alabama.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:30

The house rules committee will meet today to consider the articles of
impeachment against President  Trump. This is the last step before the full
house can vote on the articles of impeachment.



Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :35

A documented Mexican Mafia Member has been arrested. A deputy tried to
arrest him near the jail, but he punched him in the face and ran off. He was
caught about a mile away.

Crime News 4 WOAI :15
There's still no sign of a missing teenager. Eva Garcia went missing 2 months
ago today. Police need you help finding her.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :42
Now to the latest on the Impeachment. A vote is set for tomorrow. That vote
would set up an impeachment trial of the president.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :23

A man is facing charges accused of sexually assaulting a five year old girl.
Police say 44-year-old Steven Gomez offered to take the girl to a birthday
party. According to the affidavit -- Gomez took her to a motel and assaulted
her.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :48
The South Texas Blood and Tissue center is in need of donations. They are
looking for all blood types. They say they definitely need types O+ and O-.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI :11

USAA's CEO Stuart Parker is retiring. The insurance giant made the
announcement today. He's been with USAA for more than 30 years.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :22
Visa is warning you to protect your credit card information at the gas pump.
They say cybercrime teams have found a weak spot in gas station networks.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Experts say there may be another reason for you to lose weight. They say new
research shows moderate weight loss can go a long way in preventing breast
cancer. Researchers at Harvard University followed 180,000 women for a
decade. They say those who are able to lose 4 1/2 puonds and keep it off
reduced their risk of breast cancer by 13%.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI :22

Amazon Prime isn't allowing some third party sellers to use FedEx ground
delivery. The Wall Street Journalis reporting Amazon is unhappy with FedEx
ground's delivery performance. They say sellers can still use faster and more
expensive FedEx services for Prime.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:35

Theives are getting busy this holiday season, Reports indicate there have been
2800 property crime calls just in the last week. A family's home surveillance
system caught a pair of suspects stealing jewelry, electronics and gifts from
their home.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 1:37

A homeowner says human error is to blame for an outrageous water bill. He
says his recent bill shows enough water being used in one month to fill 4 full-
size swimming pools. Other neighbors say they have the same problem.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :50

About 200 people gathered outside a local federal building downtown as part of
a national movement. It was one of more than 500 rallies organized to push the
message that "nobody is above the law." The supporters say they want the
president to be impeached. A group of protesters against impeachment was
also there.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 12/18/2019 12pm :23

Early this morning a car slammed into a school bus on the city's South Side.
More than two dozen students were on board but no major injuries. An
investigation into the wreck is underway.



Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :21

San Antonio Police continue looking for two men accused of robbing two
people at gunpoint at a northside apartment complex. Two men came to the
Lincoln Vllage Aartments to buy something when they were approached by two
other men.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :22

Firefighters in Waxahachie, Texas fought a massive fire that broke out at a
recycling plant overnight. The yard contains vehicles with upholstery and other
combustible materials. No one was hurt.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm 3:30
Our top story, the impeachment of Donald Trump. The house debating the
articles over the last few hours. The vote is still hours away.

Crime News 4 WOAI :22

New video fo a suspect being marched in front of our cameras. He's charged
with stealing a wounded warriors truck. Police found the veterans flag and
purple heart still in the truck.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :20
HUD Secretary Ben Caron is in town. He toured the American GI Forum. HE
announced a New multi-million dollar grant to help homless veterans.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:11

A new multi-million dollar grant will help thousands of homeless right here in
San Antonio. The Department of Housing and Urban Development Secretary
was in town to make the announcement. The grant is a joint effort between
HUD and the veterans affairs department.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :16

Police in Victoria need your help solving the murder of a man with ties to San
Antonio. Police there say Keith Messamore was found near his home on
November 21st. If you have any information on his death call crime stoppers.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:11

Today state regulators released rules on how the surprise medical bill law will
be enforced. Patients can complain to the Texas Medical Board if they believe
a doctor is charging them high, out-of-network rates. Regulators also closed a
possible loophole.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :11
About 31,000 Chadwick and Bailey 5-drawer chests. The furniture is unstable
is not anchored to the wall and can tip-over and injure children.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :36

Experts say most people gain one pound over the holidays and while it may
not seem like much, it's often rarely lost and adds up over several years.
Dieticians recommend sparkling water with fruit inside to reduce the amount of
sugar intake.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :46

Florida Senator, Rick Scott, is pushing to get more guns on American military
bases. It comes after a shooter attacked the Naval Air Station Pensacola.
There's no law against arming service members on bases, but the current ban
came in the U.S. Department Directive in 1992.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 2:00

Our top story tonight, for only the third time in U.S. history the U.S. house has
voted to impeach a president. A Dramatic day on capitol hill. The house
approving articles of impeachment while President Trump held a rally tearing
into those who voted against him.



Crime News 4 WOAI :33

Right now police are investigating a shooting on the south side that's left a man
fighting for his life. This happened a couple of hours ago at a home on
Canavan near west southcross. Police say a 19-year-old man kicked down the
door and began shooting after the homeowner ended a house party.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 2:39

It's a homecoming that we've been waiting on for almost a year. Jabari Gray,
the san antonio baby born without skin, released from the hospital for the first
time since he was born.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 12/19/2019 12pm :25

San Antonio Police continue looking for a man accused of hitting his girlfriend
with a car and driving away. The couple were driving on Mccullough near
Oblate when they got into an argument about who should drive.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45

The U.S. House of representatives voted last night to impeach President
Trump. The two articles of impeachment that were voted on were abuse of
power and obstruction of congress.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :24

As the christmas holiday comes closer  so does winter break for the kids.  H-E-
B will be donating 2-thousand bags of fresh produce to families of students in
the pre-k for SA program.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:50
4 people were shot at South Park Mall. Right now police are looking for the
shooters. We know this was targeted. We are talking to a man who was there.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:15
It's the first day of the President's New Era. Trump was impeached late
lastnight. Today he still calls it all a hoax.

Crime News 4 WOAI :15
A woman is dead. The man who killed her also dead. An active shooter
situation in Rhode Island today ended in suicide.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm 1:19

The search is on for whoever shot four people at South Park Mall. It happened
last night. We spoke with shoppers who say they're just trying to get in and get
out quickly today.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :24

A seven year od boy and his mom are staying at a shelter. The boy wrote a
letter to Santa saying he's not at his house anymore. He wrote a wishlist that
includes books, a compass and a very good dad.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :31

Today marks one week since a mom and her three week old baby were last
seen in Austin. Austin Police and FBI agents are still asking for tips. A search
party will be out looking for them Saturday.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

The U.S. is expected to hit an unprecented level of obesity in the future. New
study predictions finds if lifestyle habits don't change soon, more than half of all
Americans will be obese in the next 10 years. One in four will be considered
severely obese.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :17

Instagram is banning paid ads featuring vaping devices, tobacco and weapons.
This also applies to Instagram influencers from being able to endorse these
items. Instagram is also expected to launch new restrictions on alcohol and
diet ads next year.



Family Issues News 4 WOAI :29

Two-thousand bangs of fresh fruits and vegetables were given out to families
of children attending the Pre-K 4 SA program. H-E-B and the San Antonio
Food Bank partnered to provide the food to help families out over the winter
holiday break.

Crime News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

We have new details on the mother and two daughters who were found dead
in their Anaqua Springs home in January. It was originally ruled a murder-
suicide but a search warrant for the home and anew investigation reveals the
evidence points to the possibility of a triple murder.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :42

New tonight, the 6th democratic debate of this election season coming on the
heels of last night's monumental vote in the house to impeach President
Trump.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 3:00

If you want to put a car on the road, you're going to need plates, registration,
and certain decals. Drivers who can't get those legally may turn to an online
black market.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 12/20/2019 12pm :20
Two people in need of help this morning after a water heater causes thousands
of dollars in damage. Two people and two dogs were able to get out safely.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :33

With Christmas just 5 days away - you may be getting ready to leave san
antonio for the holiday. AAA says when before you leave your home - make
sure you close and lock all house and garage windows and doors. Leave your
blinds and curtains in their normal position so your house doesn't appear
empty.

Weather News 4 WOAI 3:30

Cold front moves through San Antonio and south Texas today, bringing rain
this afternoon. Rain is expected to move out ovrnight, and temps are expected
to rise of the next few days.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :34
The body of a missing mother from Austin has been found. Her baby found
alive. Police are charging the mom's friend with the crime.

Crime News 4 WOAI :32

Police believe they have found the man responsible for a string of robberies
here. They happened about a week ago. 8 stores hit in one night. Now the
suspected robber is behind bars.

Health News 4 WOAI 2:28
Major research is going on here in san antonio. Our trouble shooters are taking
a look at how researchers are linking dental procedures to HPV.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :13

A grand jury had indicted a man for a murder back in August. Jataevis Frank
Williams, 19, is accused of shooting and killing 22-year-old Devonnce Gant in
the parking lot of the Woodhill Apartments.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Today is the official start to buy fireworks for New Year's Eve. The fireworks
sales period runs now through Wednesday, January 1. There's no restriction
on selling or using them in unincorporated Bexar County.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :30

Davis Middle School went on lockdown temporarily today after school officials
say a student was found with a soft pellet gun. The student is being disciplined
by school officials.



Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :21

Tomorrow is Super Saturday and it's expected to be the biggest shopping day
of the year. The National Retail Federation reports about 147.8 million are
expected to shop. That's up from 134.3 million last year.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Two Carnival cruise ships collided next to a port in Mexico's island of Cozumel,
causing damage to the stern of Carnival Corporation's Carnival Glory. One
person suffered minor injuries.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI :20

A Bexar County Commissioner will be handing out more than 1,000 toys at his
office tomorrow. Santa Claus and the Spurs Coyote will be there for pictures.
The event is free and you do not need to register in advance for a gift.

Crime News 4 WOAI 10pm :13

New information tonight on an august murder. A grand jury indicted 19-year-old
Jataevis Frank Williams. He's accused of shooting and killing 22-year-old
Devonnce Gant in an apartment complexparking lot on the city's northwest
side.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 1:37

Crowds are picking up at San Antonio shopping centers this weekend,
prompting mall officials to take extra precautions. Close to 150 million people
are expected to shop on Saturdya across the country. Malls around San
Antonio are ready for the onslaught.

Crime News 4 WOAI 2:00

New information on the disappearance of an Austin mother and her baby who
went missing just last week. We're about 24 hours removed from law
enforcement surround this harris county home following up on a tip on the
whereabouts of Heidi Broussard and her baby Margot.

Crime News 4 WOAI 12/21/2019 5pm :54

New information on a longtime officer killed while breaking up a fight at a
southside IHOP. Police have now arrested a man on a charge of capitol
murder.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:35
They've felt fear, worry, and regret…but today some local victims of domestic
violence felt joy and it's all thanks to one woman and her fight for change.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :27

In Austrlia, catastrophic conditions continue to fuel massive brushfires across
new south wales. Here's a look. Some major roads heading to the south and
west from Sydney are closed. Authorities are asking people to postpone their
travel plans.

Crime News 4 WOAI 10pm :26
This 18-year-old is charged with aggravated assault with a deadly weapon.
Accused of threatening a woman with a gun during an argument over a t-shirt.

Family issues News 4 WOAI :25

Volunteers with Helping Hands really helped some hands today by offering free
manicures to the elderly at a local nursing home. Here they are celebrating
christmas with the fine fo lks at Retama manor nursing home.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :32

More Americans than ever will be traveling from now until new year's day. Most
on the road and that could be dangerous. On the west coast, record rainfall
caused multiple mudslides, some areas saw a foot of rain in just 48 hours.



Crime News 4 WOAI 12/22/2019 5pm 2:56

New information about a veteran officer run over and killed this weekend while
trying ot break up a fight at a south side IHOP. Tonight police confirm they've
arrested a second suspect.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :26

We have a recall alert to pass along. It has to do with hallmark candles that
could pose a fire hazard. The recall affects more than 4,000 balsam soy blend
jar candles.

Health News 4 WOAI :39

A new law sets the minimum age to buy tobacco products to 21 years old.
President Trump signed that measure into law Friday. It's part of the 1.4 trillion
dollar spending agreement to fund the federal government.

Crime News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:10

New tonight, two big arrests following last week's shooting at South Park mall.
21 year old Lawrence Franbs and 22 year old daonte Johnson. They’re each
facing 4 counts of ag gravated assault with a deadly weapon.

Health News 4 WOAI 2:31

We're taking a closer look at treating the opioid crisis by stopping addiction at
it's source. Instead of treating the symptoms, Tennessee Neurofeeback is
using something called Brainmapping to do it.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 3:37

It's an important border issue you may not have heard much about. Under
longstanding federal policy when underage kids are caught smuggling drugs
from Mexico into the U.S., they're usually let go with no consequences.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 12/23/2019 12pm 1:40

Two big arrests following last week's quadaruple shooting at South Park Mall.
Lawrence Franbs, 21, and Daonte Johnson, 22, are charged with four counts
each of aggravated assault with a deadly weapon. Police did recover the black
Dodge Charger used in the shooting.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00
Travel for the week of Christmas even worse than it was expected. Bad
weather is affecting airlines and airports. Driving conditions are also rough.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :29

A couple of arrests are made in connection to a 2015 of a woman who was
murdered. 23-year-old Samantha Miranda was shot and killed in New
Braunfels in May of 2015

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :46

For the first time in 15 years Balcones Heights police are investigating a
murder. It happened this afternoon. A man shot another man in the chest. They
had been arguring for months.

Crime News 4 WOAI :24
A 2015 murder may be one step closer to being solved. 2 men arrested today
for the death of Samantha Miranda. They were in jail in Louisiana.

Health News 4 WOAI :16

For the first time ever, Females outnumber men in medical school. They now
account for just over 50 percent. That said, there are still more men actually
practicing medicine.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :12

San Antonio Police are looking for two suspects who broke into two cars off
Blanco Road. Police say they used the victims' credit cards at several different
stores on the north side.



Health Issues News 4 WOAI :50

Austin is dealing with its first case of measles for the first time in 20-years. The
patient is a man who contracted the disease during a trip to Europe. He
developed a rash on the 17th and flew that same day from Austin to Chicago.
Health officials warn anyone around him on that day could have been exposed.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :18

Three men are dead after an attempted home invasion. Deputies say the men
tried to get into a trailer home, when on of the homeowners grabbed a shotgun
and opened fire. All three suspects died.

Religion News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :19

A vigil is starting in honor of Heidi Broussard. The service is happening at
Garrisaon Park in Austin. She is the Austin mother who disappeared with her 3-
week-old daughter back on Dec. 12. Her body was found last week in the trunk
of a car.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :24

Some holiday help at the gas pump. According to the Lundberg survey, gas
prices are down with the national average at $2.60 a gallon. That's down more
than 8-cents in the past 6-weeks.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :19

There are some food trends to look out for. Meatless patties pushed the plant-
based meat category to double digit gains in 2019. Expect to see more foods
with ingredients claiming to be health boosters to grow. Kimchi and kale will
also remain popular.

Crime News 4 WOAI 10pm :46

For the first time in 15 years Balcones Heights police are investigating a
murder. It happened this afternoon. A man shot another man in the chest. They
had been arguring for months.

Crime News 4 WOAI :24
A 2015 murder may be one step closer to being solved. 2 men arrested today
for the death of Samantha Miranda. They were in jail in Louisiana.

Crime News 4 WOAI 1:08
A woman is facing charges tonight, accused of tampering with evidence. She
claims she had a miscarriage. But investigators don't believe her story.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 12/24/2019 12pm 1:45

Local grandma wants crooks who targetted her house caught. The woman
spotted burglars trying to steal item right under her Christmas tree this
morning, before she scared them off.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI :41

More details are out today surrounding an SAPD officer invovled shooting on
San Antonio's south side. Everthing came to an end last night when a 35-year-
old suspect was shot by police.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 1:35
A gift to holiday travelers. Gas prices are down. According to the lundberg
survey, the national average is 2.60 a gallon.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :21

The Medical Examiner has identified the man murdered here yesterday. 25
Year old Hiram Ramos was killed in Balcones Heights. Shot to death by
another man he had an on-going feud with.

Crime News 4 WOAI :46
Today marks 4 years to the day Henry Gutierrez was murdered. His son found
him in their home. Police are still searching for his killer.



Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 1:52

We are taking a closer look at a plan to help Latino Entrepreuners start their
businesses. The Lift Fund gives them loans. The loans are paid back and keep
totating back to other businesses.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :14
A councilman in the City of Elmendorf has died. Dario Guerra passed away last
night. He was one of the newest members to city council.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :12

A baby has died from the flu. The boy under the age of 1 died of the flu in
northwest Bexar County. It's the first pediatric flu-related death in the Houston
area since the season began in October.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :18

A controlled burn in Guadalupe County turns into a grass fire. The York Creek
Volunteer Fire Department says it happened along Highway 123. The grass
fire was about the size of a football field.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :42

Ring is partnering with the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
to share posts of missing children on the free Neighbors app. It'll allow you to
share videos and post alerts, whether you own a ring camera or not.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Super Saturday has set a record. Retail analysts say shoppers made
December 21 the single biggest day in American retail history. Sales reached
$34.4 billion, beating out Black Friday spending by 10%. Analysts say job
growth, more disposable income and stronger household finances contributed
to the boost.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI :14

The CBD craze is coming to Dollar General. The discount retailer is selling
CBD cosmetic products at stores in Tennessee and Kentucky. Dollar General
stores in 7 more states, including Texas, are expected to start sellin CBD
products in 2020.

Crime News 4 WOAI 10pm :21

The Medical Examiner has identified the man murdered here yesterday. 25
Year old Hiram Ramos was killed in Balcones Heights. Shot to death by
another man he had an on-going feud with.

Crime News 4 WOAI :46
Today marks 4 years to the day Henry Gutierrez was murdered. His son found
him in their home. Police are still searching for his killer.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 2:25
It's the night before christmas. And we found all the creatures. They are stirring
at the mall. We get a look at the pre-christmas chaos.

News 4 WOAI 12/25/2019 12pm NO NOON NEWSCAST

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm :34
New information tonight, in a chase that left a suspected thief dead. The
medical examiner has identified him as 34-year-old Marcario Hernandez.

Health News 4 WOAI 2:09

Most places close d own during the christmas holiday, but one local
organization is keping it's door open today and through the rest of the holiday.
They help people living with mental illness.

Health News 4 WOAI :33

There's some good news if you suffer from migrains. The FDA has approveed
a new medication that should help those who haven't been able to find relief
through other medicines.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :22

A pregnant woman is dead after the father of her child shot and killed her. He
then turned the gun on himself and is now in the hospital.



Health News 4 WOAI :43

A local organization is keeping its doors open through the holiday season to
help those battling mental illness. Staff say a vast majority of their members
living with mentall illness also live by themselves.

Family Issues News 4 WOAI 1:45
Over sixteen hundred residents got unique holiday meals at Haven for Hope.
The volunteers say there's nothing they'd rather be doing.

NO SHOW News 4 WOAI 6:30pm NO SHOW -- GOOD 4 YOU SPECIAL AIRED INSTEAD

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :31

A woman is killed by the father of her children. The man then turned the gun on
himself. It happened during a child custody exchange. She was dropping her
two sons off to spend time with their father at his home. The victim was
pregnant with her new boyfriend's baby.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:15

As families come together for the holidays experts say this is time where they
see an uptick in child sex abuse cases. One advocate shares the signs parents
should look for and the steps they can take to protect their kids from possible
exposure to a predator.

Heath Issues News 4 WOAI 1:51

A 6-year-old has only one wish for Christmas and that's that someone will bring
his mom a kidney. His giant letter to Santa is displayed outside their home with
a phone number in hopes someone will be a match for an organ transplant
needed to keep his mom alive.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 12/26/2019 12pm :27

A rowdy Christmas night a The Well on San Antonio's northwest side causes
nearly 30 SAPD officers to be called in for crowd control. At least one person
was taken to the hospital and another arrested.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00
Today is expected to be the worst day of the year for some drivers. It's
traditionally when you can expect traffic delays to nearly double your trip time.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI :14

Crowds gathered across Asia today for the last solar eclipse of the decade.
They watched for the rare astronomical phenomeno called the "Ring of Fire"
eclipse.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 5pm 2:32

A grieving mother is now planning a funeral for her pregnant daughter.
Gabriella Rodriguez was shot and killed on Chirstmas Day. Police tell us it was
her ex-boyfriend who killed her and her unborn child in front of their two small
children before he shot himself.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :26

A very rowdy night at a bar on Christmas had more than 30 police officers
called out for crowd control. Police say The Well was at capacity just hours
after opening. Officers say one police car was ivolved in an accident in the
parking lot.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :16

Officials are expanding the recall of hard-boiled eggs. It affects the products
manufactured at a Georgia plant. The products were sold at Costco, Walmart,
Kroger and Trader Joes.



Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 6pm :26

A woman is in jail after deputies say they found drugs and prescription
medication not prescribed to her. Karla Stevens, 42, is charged with
possession of a controlled substance and possession of a dangerous drug.
Deputies say they found meth and prescription pills while searching her car on
Highway 77, south of La Grange.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :19

Emergency crews rescued a teenager today who fell off a cliff near the popular
Pennybacker Bridge in Austin. Officials say the 18-year-old was walking her
dog, when the dog slipped and went off the cliff. The teen went after the dog
and also fell.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :19

Crime Stoppers is offering a reward of up to $2,500 for information on
whomever stole Christmas decorations. The thefts happened Sunday.
Deputies say decorations were stolen from the front yards of three homes.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :44

The Cherry Hill Mall in New Jersey is off-limits tonight to teenagers, unless
they're escorted by a parent. All shoppers will have to provide proof of their
age and must be accompanied by an adult chaperone. Police say it's the mall's
response to an increase in disturbances involving teenagers the day after
Christmas.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :17

E-commerce sales from November 1 - December 24 increased nearly 19%
compared to the same time frame last year. The later-than-usual Thanksgiving
holiday may have played a factor.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI :21

Two women are suing Frontier airlines over alleged sexual assaults on board
flights. The women claim they were assaulted by a male passenger in separate
incidents and claim airline personnel failed to report what happened to police.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :39

An Austin mom's body is found at a home in Houston, her newborn baby girl is
also found there safe and alive. A suspect later identified as the victim's
childhood friend is taken into custody. Police are still trying to pinpoint a
motive. The woman is currently charged with tampering with a corpse.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:20

Neighbors in a Northwest side neighborhood are complaining about the lack of
response to illegal fireworks in their area. They say the fireworks are a hazard
and are in violation of the city ordinance. We break down the log for calls in the
years past. We also share tips to prevent fires or injuries when using fireworks
in the county.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :30

Americans are headed to the stores to return unwanted gifts. An estimated 77
million people will send at least one gift back to the store. 20 percent of people
say they will return half the gifts they received.

Crime & Drug Abuse News 4 WOAI 12/27/2019 12pm :53

There is a push for safety in a west side neighborhood community. You can
see a large fight in the middle of the street, then an angry driver plowing into a
crowd, followed by gunshots.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :14
At least 12 people have died after a plane crashed just after takeoff in
Kazakhstan. The plane hit a concrete fence and two-story building.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 2:00

The Senate's schedule is open in January for what was expected to be an
impeachment trial, but house speaker nancy pelosi is holding articles of
impeachment until democrats get the witnesses they want.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 5pm :18

UPS is bracing for the second wave of the holiday rush. UPS is expected to
process one point nine million returns by January 2nd. They say that's a 26
percent increase over last year.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 1:39

We're looking into Bexar County Deputies who found themselves on the other
side of the law. Last year it was a big issue for the Sheriff's office. 24 deputies
and employees were arrested in 2018.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :18

Researchers at UT say one dose of the HPV vaccine could be enough to
protect against the potentially cancer-causing virus. They studied more than 16
hundred young women who got the HPV vacine. They found the single dose
was as effective as the two or three dose series.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6pm :18

The City of Dallas has been removed from a civil lawsuit over Botham Jean's
death. According to court documents, a judge has dismissed the city. Jean is
the 26-year-old shot and killed by off-duty Dallas police officer Amber Guyger
in his apartment in 2018.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :18

A man who escaped from an east Texas jail yesterday is back in custody. Jace
Martin Laws, 34, was captured after first being spotted today near the
Gladewater airport and then at a cabin in the area. The sheriff's office says
Laws was able to break out after carving portions of the brick in the jail.

Religion News 4 WOAI :35

SAISD has released funeral arrangements for Detective Cliff Martinez. A
visitation will take place Monday, January 6 at Porter Loring. His funeral will be
the next day at Community Bible Church.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :18

Reichel Foods is recalling its popular snack packs containing hard-boiled eggs.
There's concerns the eggs could be part of a nationwide recall over listeria
concerns.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI :25

The FDA has recently approved Ubrelvy pills. The medication was proven to
help migraine symptoms within two hours. It's expected to hit shelves early
2020.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI :15

Michaels is replacing CEO Mark Cosby. The arts and crafts retailer is replacing
him with Ashley Buchanan, an executive for Walmart. She will take over on
January 6.

 Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm 1:45

 Officer-involved shootings are on the rise. There's been one about once every
two and a half weeks. We take a deep look at police training and how and
when they are taught to respond to a person who poses a threat.

 Government Issues News 4 WOAI  1:30

 A silent protest downtown at Alamo Plaza where a group of people say they
believe the city is expected to bring in crews to move the cenotaph several
hundred feet as part of the new plan to redesign the area. The group says they
are willing to phsically put themselves at risk to prevent the plan from
happening. The city says they won't start the construction until next year.



Financial Issues News 4 WOAI 1:17

The BBB is warning about a new scam targeting those needing loans. Short-
term loans can help borrowers pay bills or to afford emergency repairs. The
agency says criminals are taking advantage of the need for loans, asking
victims for upfront payments for a loan that never comes.

Crime News 4 WOAI 12/28/2019 5pm :34

An off-duty security guard shot a man in the head during a road rage incident.
Police say it started after the secutiy guard left a gentlemen's club with a
woman.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 1:04

Fireworks are allowed in Bexar County, but they are not allowed inside San
Antonio City Limits. To report violators, SAFD will be opening a fireworks
hotline.

Health News 4 WOAI :25

You now must be at least 21-years-old to buy tobacco producyts in the U.S.
The FDA says the new federal rule is now in effect. The policy prohibits the
sale of tobacco products to anyone under the age of 21.

Crime News 4 WOAI 10pm :20

Three thieves breaking into multiple cars at a house on the city's west side.
This happened back on christmas eve in the westwood terrace area. You can
see the thieves break into cars and later taking off in a dark colored vehicle.

Religion News 4 WOAI :20
The 3rd annual car menorah parade and chanukah celebration was held at the
alamo today. This is all part of the chanukah celebration here in san antonio.

Health News 4 WOAI :23
We're talking intermittent fasting. It dates back to ancient times and it requried
fasting for certain times throughout the day.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 12/29/2019 5pm :21

The search is on for three people caught on surveillance photos stealing
fireworks. It happened Christmas Day in Hays County. Deputies say the trio
broke into two fireworks stands and stole fireworks valued at more than
$5,800.

Business and
Economy News 4 WOAI :17

Jim Beam will pay a $600,000 fine for a fire at a Kentucky warehouse. About
40,000 barrels of aging whiskey were destroyed and the runoff spilled into the
Ohio and Kentucky Rivers, killing thousands of fish.

Religion News 4 WOAI :41

Two people have been killed and another wounded after a shooting at a Texas
church. Police say the gunman opened fire during service at West Freeway
Church of Christ in White Settlement, a suburb of Fort Worth.

Health Issues News 4 WOAI 10pm :15

Congressman John Lewis has announced he has Stage 4 pancreatic cancer.
The 79-year-old was diagnosed after a rountine medical visit. He will stay in
office while undergoing treatment.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Veggie Noodle Company is recalling their Fresh Veggie Ramen products.
There's the concern may be part of a nationwide recall of hard-boiled eggs
possibly contaminated with listeria. The recalls affects all expiration dates.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :12

A civilian employee with the Bexar County Sheriff's Office is out of a job
tonight. He is 24-year-old Andrew Joel Ramos. He was arrested last night by
San Antonio Police for aggravated assault with a deadly weapon.



Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 12/30/2019 12pm 1:37

Conditionals are good enough in Bexar County to allow fireworks in the
unicorporated areas for New Years Eve. But fire officials have a warning for
you tonight. They say it's still dry enough to be very dangerous for grass fires.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI :23

Police are looking for the person who shot and killed a man on the city's
northeast side. Police say 19-year-old Aydin Hoffman crashed his car after he
was shot. He had a bullet wound to his upper chest.

Financial Issues News 4 WOAI :20

Credit card late fees are going up. Starting January 1st the maximum amount
for credit card late payment fees will go up by one dollar. Some companies
may choose not to increase late fees at all.

Crime News 4 WOAI 5pm 3:08

We've got new information on the shooting at a church in Ft. Worth. We have
the identity of the Shooter. The identity of the victims are in. And we have new
sound from the man who killed the shooter.

Crime News 4 WOAI :21
A local football standout is dead. He was killed this morning in a shooting.
Police still haven't released much information.

Government Issues News 4 WOAI :16
The US has done several airstrikes in Syria. A retaliatory attack after a US
citizen was killed. The US attack killed dozens.

Crime News 4 WOAI 6pm 2:01

Shock and grief over the death of a San Antonio football player who was shot
early this morning on the northeast side. It happened at an apartment complex
on o'cnonor near nacogdoches road.

Environmental Issues News 4 WOAI 1:07

Conditions are good enough in Bexar county to allow fireworks in the
unincorporated areas for new year's eve. But fire officials are warning it's still
dry enough to spark grass fires.

Religion News 4 WOAI 2:18

No one ever wants it to happen, but gradually, more people are coming to
accept that shootings like the one in Whtie Settlement could happen naywhere
at any time. It's what's motivating pastors around town to start talking about
serious changes to their security.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :27

Gas prices are on their way back up after hovering just above 2.00 the past
few weeks. According to gasbuddy's daily survey, gas prices in San Antonio
have risen 2 cents per gallen in the past week.

Consumer Issues News 4 WOAI :20

We have a recall alert for you. Veggie noddle company is recalling their fresh
veggie ramen products. There's concern the egg use din the product may be
part of a nationwide recall of hard-boiled eggs possibly contaminated with
listeria.

Crime News 4 WOAI :37

A church shootin gup in north texas…the killer stiooed by the head of church
security. We're hearing from that man, Jack Wilson, and how he was able to
save so many lives in just seconds.

Crime and Drug
Abuse News 4 WOAI 10pm :31

The search is on for suspects responsible for a deadly shooting. The 19-year-
old victim was driving when police say at least 3 gunmen fired into the back
window of his car. He crashed and later died at the hospital.



Educational Issues News 4 WOAI 1:38

An investigation is still underway after allegations a coach kicked and severely
injured a student athlete. His knee was broken and he's still recovering. The
coach is on paid-leave for the past 10 weeks. The parents of the student are
upset and want more to be done.

Safety Issues News 4 WOAI 1:35

A driver has a medical episode and crashes. The car flipped on its side and
dragged down live powerlines. Bystanders jump in to rescue the woman
behind the wheel.

Financial Issues 12/31/2019 12pm 2:12

Tens of thousands of people are expected downtown this evening. San
Anotnio is expected to be very bus for the last evening of the decade. We take
a look at the economic impact the city could see from tonight.

Crime and Drug
Abuse :23

A man is in the hospital after he was shot while standing outside a house on
the city's southeast side. It happened around one this morning. Police say
three men in a car pulled up, words were exchanged and one of the suspects
pulled out a gun and shot the man multiple times.

Educational Issues :19

Student loan debt is up. According to data from the federal reserve -- student
debt has increased 107 percent in the past 10 years. Back in 2009 adults
shared 772 billion dollars in debt -- now that number is at one point six trillion
dollars.

Crime 5pm :21
A man accused of violently beating his wife is behind bars. This is 44-year-old
Mario Ramierez. He's accused of beating her on several occassions.

Crime :25

Tonight friends and family will gather to remember a former Madison High
School athlete. He was shot during a shooting Monday. The vigil will be a
Whataburger.

Government Issues :15

More US troops are headed to Iraq. They are going to protect the Embassy.
There have been protests outside after a couple of attacks. 100 Marines are
headed there now to help.

Health Issues 6pm :30

The city's first baby born into the new year will receive a special prize package.
The hospitals are engaged in a friendly competition and have donated several
baby items to give to the parents of the first baby born right after the stroke of
midnight. The welcome basket includes an infant activity center, high chair, car
seat and a college scholarship.

Business and
Economy 1:29

Thousands of sports fans are packing the Alamo Dome for a game between
the Texas Longhorns and the Utah Utes. The fans are bringing millions of
dollars to the city's economy. Business is booming for hotels and restaurants
and officials say the game has a 50 million dollar impact.

Crime and Drug
Abuse :53

The sheriff is issuing an audit of all civilian employees in the agency. A deputy
was arrested for a shooting over the weekend but records show he had a
robbery arrest two years before he was hired to the office, which should have
prevented him from being granted employment.



Government Issues News 4 WOAI 6:30pm :16

The U.S. Army is banning servicemembers from using the video app, TikTok,
on all government-owned phones. It comes after guidance from the Pentagon
to discontinue using the Chinese-owned app over concerns it could pose a
cyber threat.

Financial Issues :55

Foreign wine may be harder to come by in the new year. A 25% wine tariff was
put in place in October and it may go higher. The Trump Administration is
stepping up its trade dispute with the European Union by proposing 100%
tariffs on a variety of European goods, including wines.

Business and
Economy :27

Tobacco sales keep dropping and the trend is expected to decline even further.
A new report by the Federal Trade Commission finds sales fell to $217 billion
in 2018. Tobacco manufacturers are also spending less on advertising.

10pm CELEBRATE SAN ANTONIO


